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The 1-year-old Wilson triplets—Evan,

Lilly and Aiden—raced around their

Highlands Ranch, Colo., home on all

fours and in three different directions,

then found each other and collided,

only to take off again. At birth, Evan

weighed 8 pounds, 9 ounces, at birth;

Aiden, 7 pounds, 5 ounces; and Lilly,

6 pounds, 14 ounces – a Guinness

World Book record in the U.S. 

Cover Photography: Bernard Grant

Clothes: Fleece buntings by Molehill Mountain
Equipment, www.molehillmtn.com
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TWINS tip:
Do your twins think they share names? Does one use the pronoun “we” when she means “I”? Or, does one think her
name is Sue-and-Meg instead of Sue? If so, avoid running your twins’ names together when you speak to them; try
to address one at a time, instead of the unit, and correct their use of “we” for “I”. They will catch on quickly.

A s I was reading David

Hay’s article on

ADHD, beginning on

page 28, I was grateful that he

was so straightforward and easy

to understand.He distilled years

of research and experience

down to a bottom-line article.

I say I was grateful because

hardly a day goes by that I don’t

get news releases on the latest

ADHD research, or the newest

holistic treatment for the dis-

order, or the latest school pro-

grams. If I, who does not have

an ADHD child, am confused

by the mounds of conflicting information,how disheartening it must

be for parents of ADHD children who search, day after day, for the

latest information that might help their children.Check out Dr.Hay’s

article; he sums up twins and ADHD in a way you’re sure to appre-

ciate.

We shot the cover for this issue in the Wilson family’s home. I

expected a fair amount of noise and clutter in a home filled with

six children. That was not the case. I was impressed with how

orderly, even quiet, the home was. The children were affectionate

with each other, helpful and cooperative. That said, we laughed

because the cover boys, Aiden and Evan, lasted only about five or

10 minutes in those warm fleece buntings on a hot summer day

before they started fussing. Lilly, however, was ready to ham it up

for us as long as we kept the camera pointed at her. By the way,

the triplets are the largest ever born in the U.S., according to the

Guinness Book of World Records.

We have a story on the International Nanny Association’s Nanny

of the Year because she specializes in multiples. In fact, she has never

cared for a singleton, and has no desire to do so, because she thinks

it would be “boring.”I doubt that Michelle LaRowe could ever slow

down enough for a singleton—what a fireball of energy. She is very

clear on her philosophy of rearing twins—good advice for parents

or nannies—and shares her thoughts with us on page 23. I hope

you enjoy reading about her as much as I did talking to her. This

was one interview that took care of itself. I probably asked only

three questions, and Michelle’s enthusiasm came spilling out as

she moved from one twin topic to another.

We continue our “Preemie Catch-up” series in this issue. Turn to

page 14 for a look at the emotional-social development of preemies.

It is hard for me to believe that summer is behind us, and school

days and visits to the local pumpkin patch are just around the corner.

I hope this issue is filled with treats for you.

Correction: Psychological Profiles of Twinship: Not All Twins Are Alike (Praeger,
2003) is the title of Dr. Barbara Klein’s latest book. Her other book is Identity
and Intimacy in Twins (Praeger, 1983). We apologize for confusing the titles in
the July/August issue, page 31.

from the editor

TWINS Magazine Message Board
Informal Feedback Poll

Do you know… Our cover photo shoot for this issue went quickly and smoothly. All six children in
the Wilson family—singleton Jake, 12; and twins Grace and Bennan, 4; were on hand to help us and their
mother Michelle with the triplets, Aiden, Evan and Lilly, 1. Lunchtime in the Wilson home is an assembly
line production, dispensing Cheerios and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches—with a hug and a kiss.

Managing Editor

Do you

Stay-at-home full-time?  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39.66%

Work outside the home full-time? . . . . . . . . . . .41.38%

Work outside the home part-time?  . . . . . . . . . .12.07%

Work  in home-based office full-time  . . . . . . . . .1.72%

Work in home-based office part-time . . . . . . . . .5.17%
www.TwinsMagazine.com



Heather (l.) and Abigail Reissner, 3
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Zygosity testing

Thank you for continuing to publish

articles about zygosity. My OB insisted

our boy twins were DZ and we never

questioned it. After they were born, they

didn’t look alike so we never gave it

another thought. As Jack and Sam grew,

however, they started to look more alike

and people asked,“Are they identical?” I

started to have a gut feeling, or maybe it

was mother’s intuition, that they were, in

fact, MZ. I e-mailed Dr. Machin and he

suggested a DNA test so I ordered a

swab DNA test (found in your magazine)

and within a few weeks my suspicion was

confirmed: They are MZ! 

I am thrilled to know that they are MZ,

but I’m also glad we didn’t know from the

start because, when we thought they

were DZ, we really looked for and cele-

brated their differences instead of their

similarities. We were able to recognize

them as separate people (because, of

course, they are), with separate needs and

personalities. We are truly blessed by

our “identical but different” boys.
Tanya Cassidy 

Jackson, Wis.

Halloween costumes
with a purpose

My fraternal (DZ) twins Heather and
Abigail have loved wearing their New
York firefighter and police officer
Halloween costumes from 2003—all
year. I made them to honor and
remember the 9-11 tragedy. The girls are
always so proud to put them on and go
out. They have a baby brother,Tyler. I
made a dalmatian—the firehouse dog—
costume for him. I hope the girls will
always ask what their outfits stand for,
and will always be proud to wear them.

Julie Reissner

Montvale, N.J.
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Home schooling help
Thanks for the great job TWINS

Magazine does for twins’ families. Families

are deciding on school right now. Our pre-

vious contacts have been printed in your

magazine and successfully linked up

reader families with us for resources,

counsel and help. We have expanded and

moved our Web site and office locations.

It is a privilege to assist your readers, and

we appreciate the many kindnesses you

have shown.
Margie Downey

Founder and President

Home School Families of Twins

1226 Northlake Drive

Richardson, TX 75080

(972) 644-8965

Web site: http://hsft.org/

e-mail: info@hsft.org

Help for
family with
CP twin 
I want to thank

you for the article

“When one Twin

Lags Behind”

(July/August). I

have a set of

dizygotic boys  who are 5 and one of them

has cerebral palsy. He was also diagnosed

with ADHD last year. I appreciate the

magazine putting that in. It makes me feel

better when there is a support system out

there to help you.
Kelly Earls

via e-mail

Wrong emphasis
I was quite distressed with Dr. Coleman’s

answer to the parents in the July/August

issue. He seemed to focus way too much

on the mother not aborting her twins. The

fact is, the children are here and I feel it’s

terrible to chide the mother for not abort-

ing them. If Dr. Coleman felt he needed

to address the issue of having unwanted

or unplanned children, he could have

instead, brought up birth control, steril-

ization, adoption or abstaining from hav-

ing sex with someone with whom you

don’t want to raise kids. Perhaps it would

have been even more productive to leave

the “what ifs” aside altogether and focus

more on how this man and woman could

become the best parent each can be to the

children they both created.
Amanda Borenstadt

Concord, Calif.

Editor’s Note: We understand that this is a very

sensitive issue and appreciate your view. Dr.

Coleman intended to neither chide nor praise

the mother for choosing to keep her twins and

was not giving advice on birth control. Over the

years, he has learned that decisions such as these

influence parents’ attitudes toward parenting

and must be considered in ironing out rela-

tionship problems in order to be better parents.

Give me a break
I have five children: 2-year-old twins, a 

3-year-old girl, a 5-year-old boy and a 

6-year-old boy, all born naturally and full-

term. My twins were 7 pounds each.Your

magazine prints articles about three being

a “Full House” (July/August). Give me a

break! I also work full time in radio. (I am

able to keep my children with me.) TWINS

Magazine does not give any advice for

moms like me.
Lisa Carrasco

Rio Rancho, N.M.

School perspective
I wanted to share a story about how twins

develop.You can never really predict what

will happen as twins grow up. Before my

twin boys Justin and Jeremy started school

last fall they could not be out of each other’s

sight without feeling lost. Well, now it’s so

different. They are in the same class and I

was talking to their teacher just today. She

said they’ve matured so much that it’s as

if they don’t even know each other. Each

boy has developed his own group of friends

and they seldom even sit together any

more. It’s amazing how much they have

changed since they started kindergarten.
Cynthia Barber

Centerville, Tenn.
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A reader writes:

We have beautiful 3-year-old twin boys. My husband
and I try everything possible to enjoy our twins, espe-
cially since we had to try so hard to conceive them. We
are at a point now where we can’t even hold a con-
versation without them screaming at us for something
all of the time. We have tried timeout, being patient and
asking them what they want and they still continue to
do this. By the time we do these steps, we usually for-
get what it was we wanted to talk about. Please help.

Our readers reply:

My 2 1⁄2-year-old twin boys scream for everything, run like whirling

dervishes, laugh like hyenas and generally “twinado” their way

through the day. My first suggestion is to find your sense of humor

(although it gets harder and harder to do), nail it to the wall so

you can touch it in times of need, kiss your partner and let him

know you will have a meaningful conversation when the kids grad-

uate! As someone who works with families and often teaches par-

enting skills, my other suggestion would be to get a copy of the

video 1-2-3 Magic by Thomas Phelan.
Dru-Ann Sgarlato

via e-mail

My advice is twofold. First, put the kids to bed a half hour earlier

than you do now for the next week or two. Then put them to bed

another half hour earlier for the next week or two. You will gain

a whole hour that you probably haven’t had since they were born.

My other piece of advice is this: You don’t do your kids a favor by

putting them first all the time. If you and your husband need some

time to just chat, say “This is mommy and daddy’s time to talk.

We’ll help you out when we’re done.” You can give them an egg

timer and tell them to come back when it rings. I have done this

with my 31⁄2 year old, and she understands and respects it.You could

also try to make some grown-up chat time part of your family’s

daily routine, such as the first half hour of dinner. Or while you

and your husband clean up the dishes, the kids can play a movie,

a game or do something that doesn’t require your attention. If they

come in, remind them it’s “your time”and sooner than you think,

they will understand and not interrupt you.
Daniela Elefteriadis

via e-mail

As much as we love our children, we need to set guidelines. Pleading

is of no use. You must make a clear statement to them, such as:

“Mommy and daddy need time to talk to each other now. If you

interrupt you will get a timeout,” (or whatever the consequence

will be). Then immediately follow through when they interrupt.

If you are consistent, they soon will learn to not interrupt. You

also can set aside a time to converse only with them when they

know they will get your undivided attention. We have 3 1⁄2-year-old

twin boys and do get to converse occasionally.
S.K. Curtiss

Fort Collins, Colo.

Parents, interrupted
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For November/December
I have 8-month-old boy/girl twins. My daughter,
who is very aggressive, snatches toys and any-
thing my son, who is quite passive, is holding.
When should we begin to discipline and use
sharing principles? When will they understand
what I am saying? I don’t want to teach them
just the word ‘no’.
E-mail your replies to twins.editor@businessword.com; please type
“Family Talk” in the subject line. Or, post replies in the Family Talk
forum on the TWINS message board at www.TwinsMagazine.com.

family talk
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TWINS Magazine Message
Board picnics
Moms on our TWINS Magazine Message

Board met face-to-face in Randolph, N.J.,

on July 17 at the first TWINS Message Board

Family Picnic. Cyberfriends

who had “dated”online wanted

some personal bonding.Kristen

Bolan took charge and made it

happen.

“The idea of a Twins picnic

actually started last year,” said

Kristen, mom of 3-year-old

boys Austin and Jordyn.

“I had ‘met’ some lifelong

friends on the boards and had

been lucky enough to meet

some of them in person. Last

year I decided that it might be fun to have

a picnic and see how many families we

could get together. I planned it and sent

out invites all over the country.”

Ten families from Iowa, New York,

Vermont, Pennsylvania, Maryland and

New Jersey who have twins between the

ages of about 3 months and 3 1⁄2 years old

turned out for the picnic. “The kids had

a blast. It was so much fun to finally meet

and talk with all these other special parents

who share the blessing of twins. It was def-

initely memories to hold onto for a life-

time,” said Kristen, who thinks they might

have another picnic next year, but some-

one else might take a turn at organizing.

Message Board picnics are forming in

other areas of the U.S. and Canada. The

Vancouver Island twin picnic was Aug. 7

(after we went to press) at Rathtrevor

Beach. Plans are underway for picnics in

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. “And

there is talk about ones in Wisconsin and

Virginia next year,” Kristen reported.

Education fund contest
If you successfully gave birth using Ferring

Pharmaceuticals’ infertility products—

Bravelle (urofollitropin for injection),

Repronex (menotropins for injection, USP)

or a combination of both—you can win a

$10,000 education fund or one of 11 other

prizes to support your children’s futures.

To be eligible, all you need to do is write a

brief essay on your journey to parenthood

and its impact on your life. All 12 winners

will be featured in Ferring’s 2005 Year of

Miracles calendar.

Essays should not exceed 400 words, in

English, and be submitted with a contest

application and labeled photo. Entries

must be postmarked or e-mailed by Sept.

30. Winners will be announced at the 60th

Annual Meeting of the American Society

for Reproductive Medicine, Oct. 16 through

20, in Philadelphia. For a contest applica-

tion visit www.ferringfertility.com or call

(203) 762-8833 and ask for the My Little

Miracle Essay Contest representative.

Financial aid for infertility 
“The average cost of one cycle of in vitro

fertilization is $10,000 and that doesn’t

include medicine, which can add another

$4,000 to the total cost,” said Dr. Michael

Swanson, a diplomate of the American

Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology and

a physician at Conceptions Women’s Health

and Fertility Specialists in Littleton, Colo.

“This financial burden, which insurance

companies in many states are not required

to cover, can add another layer of stress to

an already difficult situation for couples try-

ing to conceive. The Gift of Hope

Foundation was created to provide a meas-

ure of relief to patients trying to have a

child, but unable to come up with the nec-

essary tens of thousands of dollars.”

The Gift of Hope Foundation will

donate at least four in vitro fertilization

cycles to under served couples each year.

Each grant also will include a donation

from pharmaceutical companies Organon

and Serono. Couples who have been try-

ing to conceive for more than one year and

don’t have children are eligible.

If you know anyone who needs aid,

applications are online at www.concep-

tionsrepro.com, or can be requested by

calling (303) 738-5321.

The first TWINS Magazine Message Board picnic, held in
Randolph, N.J., is one big playdate for multiples—and parents.

in the news



The Zygosity Puzzle
by Geoffrey Machin, M.D., Ph.D.

Timing is everything… almost

We think we have some answers
to this question. Two-egg (dizy-

gotic, DZ) twins come from two fertil-
ized eggs. They always make one placenta
each, so they are called dichorionic (DC).

One-egg (monozygotic, MZ) twins
start off like everyone else, as one egg fer-
tilized by one sperm. In the next few
days, the fertilized egg cell divides sev-
eral times into two, four, eight, 16 cells
and so on.

There comes a time when the cells that
will form the embryo body separate
from the cells that will support the preg-
nancy, that is, the placental cells. This sep-
aration takes place two to three days after
conception. Up until that time, all the
stem cells are capable of making every
kind of placental and embryo tissue. So,
if the MZ twin split occurs at less than
two to three days after conception, the
cells of each twin can make placental and
embryo tissues. The result is that each
twin makes his/her own placenta, so
these twins are DC, just like DZ twins.
About one-third of MZ twins are DC.

If splitting is delayed, the placental
cells go ahead and make a truly single
placenta, designed for a singleton. If the
embryo cells split into twins, the twins
have to be connected to this truly single
(monochorionic, MC) placenta, which
they share for nourishment. The major-
ity of MZ twins are MC, but have two

amniotic cavities, so they are MC,
diamniotic (DA).

A later split, at about nine to 10 days
after conception, results in MZ twins
who even have to share the same amni-
otic cavity, so they are MC, MA.

An early ultrasound exam—up to
about 10 to 14 weeks—is the best time
to see how many placentas there are.
Ultrasound technicians can see if there
are two placentas lying away from each
other in different parts of the uterus. If
there seems to be just one placental mass,
it is necessary to see how thick the
membranes are between the twins. If
they are thick, this is a sign that the twins
are DC, and the two placentas have
“collided” with each other. If the mem-
branes between the twins are very thin
and wispy, the twins are almost certainly
MC. So the important question is: How
many placentas are there? It is best not
to talk about “sacs” because for some
people that means placental sacs, and for
others means amniotic sacs. Almost all
twins have two amniotic cavities, because
MC, MA twins are rare (about 1% of
twins). So you have to get down and
dirty, and talk about what matters—the
number of placentas (chorions).

How does the placenta number relate
to zygosity? Almost all two-egg (dizy-
gotic, DZ) twins have their own pla-
centas, so they are dichorionic (DC). In

July 2003, there was reported for the first
time a boy/girl twin pair (resulting from
IVF) who are MC! It seems likely that the
two embryos managed to unite together
very soon after they were implanted, but
it is not clear why they only had one pla-
centa. This twin pair goes against the
general rule that all MC twins must be
MZ because that single placenta shows
that the whole pregnancy came from one
egg. This very rare report, however, does
not mean that everyone should doubt
that their MC twins are MZ. After all,
there was a massive clue in this case: It
was a boy/girl pair. More important is the
fact that one-third of MZ twins are DC.
Many healthcare professionals do not
know this and frequently tell parents that
the ultrasound exam shows DC twins
with thick separating membranes, so the
twins must be DZ. But everyone should
remember that one-third of MZ twins
split early and are DC. So, when the
ultrasound shows the twins to be same-
sexed and DC, no one can or should say
anything about zygosity until after the
twins are born. At that time it may be
clear if the twins are DZ, but this is not
always obvious. For DC twins who look
quite alike (but not identical!), DNA test-
ing can figure out the problem.

I think I have mentioned a few times
before in these columns that MZ twins
are not “identical” down to the very last
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Q: How does the timing of the egg split affect monozygotic twins?

A:



detail. I think many parents look for
those differences rather than step back
and tell themselves that their twins,
overall, look too alike to be DZ. And it
also is true that many parents of MC
twins are not informed or aware that
their twins are MZ (with very rare
exceptions).

So, here are the rules:
� Unlike-sexed twins are DZ (with

very rare exceptions).
� DC like-sexed twins can be MZ or

DZ, and nobody should believe that
all DC twins are DZ.

� MC twins are MZ (with one excep-
tion, reported in July of 2003).
I think that the placentas of like-

sexed twins should go to the hospital lab
for a full pathology exam. When parents
write to me about zygosity testing, the
first question I always ask is whether
there was a placental pathology exam.
If there was an exam, and the twins
shared an MC placenta, there is no
need for the time, trouble and expense
of a DNA test.

So, that’s what we know about pla-
centas, twin splitting and zygosity.
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E-mail your
zygosity 
questions to 
Dr. Machin

Geoffrey Machin, M.D.,
Ph.D., a fetal pathologist
and the regular contributor
to “Zygosity Puzzle,” is on vacation. He has
been helping twins and their parents with
zygosity questions for more than 10 years. In
that time, more than 300 twin pairs have had
their zygosity determined by DNA studies,
and almost all of them were MZ. He is co-
author with Louis G. Keith, M.D., of An Atlas
of Multiple Pregnancy—Biology and
Pathology, (Parthenon Publishing, 1999) and
authored the chapters on triplet zygosity in
Triplet pregnancies and their consequences,
edited by Louis G. Keith, M.D., and Isaac
Blickstein, M.D., (Parthenon, 2003).

You may e-mail your questions to him at
geoffmachin@shaw.ca.
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In response to reader requests, we are rerunning this very popular Zygosity Puzzle column.



Special Miracles
by Andrea Conrad
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More than identical: monoamniotic
miracles
At 21 weeks into my second pregnancy I
was scheduled for a routine ultrasound.
We were so elated to find out that there
was not just one but two babies snuggled
up together in there.

“Looks like they’re both girls,” said
Lynn, our ultrasound technician. Twin
girls. I felt my heart melt.

“Will you be seeing your doctor
today?”Lynn asked. Still captured by our
delight, I managed to reply that we
weren’t, but once in the parking lot, her
question echoed in my mind. I knew
something was not right. Chris assured
me things were OK and rushed off to an
appointment. Ali, my then 4-year-old,
grabbed my hand and dragged me to my
car. We talked twins the entire way home.

The flashing light on the answering
machine confirmed my fear; we were
called back to the doctor’s office. “It
appears your girls are sharing one amni-
otic sac,” Dr. Marilyn Hines, our obste-
trician, reported.

“Well, that just means they are iden-
tical, right?” I asked.

“They are more than identical,” she
explained. “They are monoamniotic.
There is a high mortality rate in monoam-
niotic pregnancies. In an instant, one or
both babies could turn the wrong way and
be gone.”

Dr. Hines’s words faded in and out, as
I felt my entire soul go numb. I had found
out I was having twins only a few hours
ago and had already decided I had never
wanted anything so badly in all my life.
Then I learned they may not survive.

Monoamniotic twins occur in 1% to
2% of all monozygotic twin pregnancies.
They are the result of an especially late
split of a fertilized egg. They are believed
to split around eight to 10 days after con-
ception. (Conjoined twins split around
14 days.) All twins—monozygotic (“iden-

tical”) and dizygotic (“fraternal”)—have
a thin membrane that forms between
them, creating separate living space for
each. Monoamniotic twins do not have
this membrane. (See article on pages 10
and 11.)

During the first trimester, the tiny
developing fetuses swim around and play
together, unaware of the tangles they are
creating. Knots form in the umbilical cord
and the babies become tied together. As
they grow, those knots become com-
pressed and pulled, cutting of the babies’
blood supply, oxygen and nutrients. We
were told our girls had only a 50% chance
of survival.

Our girls would have to be delivered
by Caesarean section in order to prevent
any additional tightening of formed
knots. Moreover, we were told monoam-
niotic twins should be delivered between
32 to 34 weeks, with daily to constant fetal
monitoring from week 24 on. To me, the
most devastating part was to know the
girls could have a beautiful reading dur-
ing a monitoring session, but could turn
the wrong way even minutes after a ses-
sion and be gone.

The decision to deliver at 32, 33 or 34
weeks was ours. We were crushed to
know our girls were facing the battle of
prematurity, even if they did survive the
pregnancy. Finally, we were at peace with
the decision we made to deliver at 32
weeks.

As it turned out, our decision was irrel-
evant. At 30 weeks an ultrasound showed
Twin A was in trouble. She had developed
ascites (fluid on the abdomen). Within
hours, the fluid was around her heart, and
Twin B had fluid building around her
heart as well. The girls were delivered
immediately. Bailey was born first and her
tiny cry warmed me with happiness.
Because their cords were tightly wrapped,

Sydney emerged with her sister and was
technically born at the same time. Seconds
later as I heard Sydney’s sweet cry, I
breathed a sigh of relief. That exhale
took with it every emotion I had battled
the past nine weeks.

I will forever be grateful for finding
www.monoamniotic.org. Without it, I
would have never had the strength to fight
for what I knew was right for our little
girls.

We also know our girls would not be
here were it not for Dr. Hines and Dr. John
Hobins. Dr. Hines made us her number
one priority and Dr. Hobins was so
aggressive in his opinion, we knew we had
the right mix for getting our girls into this
world alive. My husband and I had
tremendous support from our families
and the rest was up to God. Even so, every
minute, every second, was a fight to get
through without completely crashing
emotionally.

Everyday, I talked to the girls and told
them to take it easy in there. I told them
the monoamniotic story and talked to
them like they could hear and understand
reason.

Today, Bailey Christine and Sydney

Bailey Christine and Sydney Logan,
age 2
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Multiples items

The Preemie Store...

Preemie clothes

The Preemie Store...

Sizes 1 to 10 lbs

Complete catalog online - 
Secure Ordering

www.preemie.com

Or call for a
free brochure:

1-800-O-SO-TINY
(676-8469)

Pacifiers Diapers Journals Books
Gift Certificates      Birth Announcements

10% OFF
TWINS MAGAZINE READERS

Use coupon code: TWINS
Coupon may not be combined with 

any other offer.

The Preemie Store...The Preemie Store...

Busy Parents,
Now You Can
Have an Extra
Hand While
Feeding Your
Baby!

Call or write Today:
1.800.639.2984

Little Wonders, PO Box 728
Blairstown, NJ 07825

Order Online @ www.littlewonders.com

Busy Parents,
Now You Can
Have an Extra
Hand While
Feeding Your
Baby!
• A soft u-shaped pillow

safely holds baby’s 
bottle in place

• Read to an older child,
answer the phone,
change TV channels

• Use while holding your
baby or in an infant seat
or stroller

• Only $18.95 each plus
$6.99 S&H or $37.00 for
two plus $8.99 S&H

By Little Wonders

Remember: Never leave 
a child unattended.

Logan are active and healthy. While I know they are precious
individuals, I almost think they share a soul. In all honesty,
the only one who can truly tell them apart is Ali, she just
“knows.” Even Chris and I have to stop and look for Bailey’s
small and quickly disappearing strawberry mark.

We hear all the normal twin comments, but one that
always gets me is,“Twins, that must be hard!” It never fails;
I get a lump in my throat, as I think “No, hard would be
not having them.”

Andrea Conrad lives with her husband Chris, twins Bailey
and Sydney, and singletons Ali and Caden Blake in
Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Improving the
outcomes of 

MA pregnancies

A study from Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in
New Orleans, confirmed the wisdom of
Andrea’s treatment. Researchers found that
with intensive and constant in-hospital fetal
monitoring of monoamniotic (MA) twins,
delivery can be delayed to beyond 34 weeks,
and the live discharge rate can approach that
of other twin pregnancies. This is significant
because, historically, twins who shared a
common amniotic sac had only about a 50%
chance of both surviving.

Now, instead of making an arbitrary decision
for early delivery, the delivery date can be deter-
mined based on demonstrated lung maturity
with an amniocentesis, or earlier if the constant
monitoring indicates that one of the babies is
medically compromised. Often the babies can
remain in the womb longer and attain a higher
degree of maturity before delivery. This level
of inpatient management needs to occur in a
dedicated and highly specialized unit.
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The stages of infant development in twins and multiples are myr-

iad and intertwined.While guidelines exist to help parents be aware

of the cognitive, social-emotional and physical milestones their

children will eventually meet, there are more factors to a child’s

developmental processes than charts and tables can measure.

Development in the three areas—cognitive, social-emotional

and physical—is not isolated and specialized. The growth of pre-

mature infants is dynamic and relies upon relationships, behav-

iors and interactions with parents and others. These interactions

that positively influence your children’s social and emotional devel-

opment, at the same time, support the growth of cognitive and

physical skills. This interdependence can be strengthened by a host

of factors.

How can you determine the best way of interacting with your

twins? How can you encourage social development? What are the

long-term benefits of strong social and emotional bonds? How

will prematurity affect their development? Are there ways to

improve their social and emotional interaction? 

A multitude of factors influence the social-emotional develop-

ment of premature infants. It is impossible to know to what extent

special circumstances shape the development of your babies but

one thing is certain: Quality parent interaction and awareness of

your twins’ social and emotional preferences can go a long way

in positively influencing their developmental processes.

What does the research say about 
social-emotional development?

You can do many things to help your infants and children over-

come difficulties that may result from premature birth or low birth

weight. Keep in mind that your babies may require additional time

and aid to develop. Research tells us that certain strategies are espe-

cially helpful.

Games such as hide-and-seek of objects and nam-

ing common objects offer opportunities to build

a solid, trusting relationship while bonding with

your children. Such experiences often form the

backbone of confident babies and children.

“How old were your girls when they smiled at you?” “When did your twins

recognize each other?” For mothers of premature multiples simple chats

with other moms of multiples can take on an extra edge. The measure-

ments game for parents of twins is complex enough, given the unavoid-

able comparison when one twin reaches a milestone that the other

doesn’t seem even close to hitting. On top of that, parents of preemies

must adjust ages to determine when their babies should reach certain

milestones. But for how long do you adjust ages? When do preemies

catch up with full-term babies? And how do you determine if your

preemie twins are developing emotionally and socially as they should,

especially when you can’t follow the concrete numbers of a physical growth

chart,or when one twin seems naturally outgoing and the other more

reserved? Often parents of premature twins agonize over their babies’

developmental progress and feel they have to exert more effort to help

their children catch-up to full-term babies. John Mascazine and Beth

Morrow offer some clear guidelines and welcome reassurance.

Preemie Catch-up: Social-Emotional
Development in Premature Infants
Preemie Catch-up: Social-Emotional
Development in Premature Infants

BY JOHN MASCAZINE, PH.D., AND BETH MORROW

Play with them
frequently,

especially play-
acting games.



Stages of Social
and Emotional Development
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Ages 2-3
■ Talkative (experimenting with different sounds and words)
■ Can associate words with expressing needs and wants
■ Continues to develop their ability to interpret non-verbal

cues as well as words as part of communicating ideas

Age 4
■ Talkative (not just to adults)
■ Not overly dependent upon adults, gravitating toward

interactions with other children
■ Likes to engage in or be able to help with adult tasks such

as making lunch, or fixing something that is broken
■ Expresses individual interests, although sometimes can be

easily persuaded by what other children choose or do
■ Tries out new words, even words that surprise or shock

adults
■ Benefits greatly from modeled behavior from adults and

older children

Age 5
■ Enjoys helping others and wants to be “good”
■ Benefits from and appreciates rules and routines
■ Seeks frequent approval, especially from adults the child

trusts
■ Unable to take on another person’s point of view
■ Has an increasing vocabulary and enjoys trying out new

words 
■ Has high regard for authority figures
■ Thinks “out loud” 
■ Learns through play (especially drama and role-play) and

imitation 

Age 6
■ Learns new ideas, words and skills with enthusiasm, but

also competitive
■ Tests others by sometimes not being honest or truthful
■ Experiments with how to handle failure and disappointment
■ Values friends; may need to have a “best friend”
■ Continues to expand vocabulary and learn from others
■ Benefits from “show-and-tell” activity 
■ Enjoys jokes and learning games
■ Asks many questions and follows-up on questions of others

Some specific indicators of social adjustment for specific ages are
listed below. Some of the following benchmarks for parents and
teachers of young children are from the book Yardsticks: Children in
the Classroom Ages 4-14. 

It’s well known among child development

researchers that infants as young as 5 months

recognize basic emotions exhibited by parents.

Therefore, it’s important to avoid a hostile or

threatening environment: Safety and stability

promote social and emotional security.

Recognizing and displaying emotions as babies

are essential steps toward communication

with others.

Positive parent and child exchanges, twin-to-

twin exchanges, child-to-peer interactions

and child- to-adult (non-family) interactions

lay the foundation for healthy social devel-

opment in later life. Few would argue that early communica-

tion within a family does not play a central role in children’s

social and emotional development.

In new situations children often react by

instinct. In order to develop an awareness of

various ways to respond in different situations,

expose your twins to age-appropriate stories

that portray basic emotions with which they

can identify. These stories also offer parents the

chance to discuss issues with their children.

(Children normally begin to show specific emotional recogni-

tion and responses between the ages of 8 to 10.)  

Getting along with others should be encouraged

at all ages. Social behaviors—such as sharing,

comforting and cooperation—demonstrate

the idea that other people have feelings and beliefs that may be

different from our own. Children are keen observers of adult

behavior and will likely incorporate what they see into their own

interactions with others.Modeling acceptable ways of dealing with

others is instrumental in promoting social behaviors in children.

Children consciously begin to understand social behavior by

ages 7 or 8. At times, you will need to help your children, step-by-

step,understand the importance of a particular behavior.Coaching

provides instruction and opportunities for a child to practice and

evaluate their social or emotional expressions.Children more likely

will value feedback from a trusted adult than from someone they

do not know.

Strict rules enforced within a supportive and

loving relationship work best. Discipline is

generally effective when you identify unac-

ceptable behavior and replace it with positive

ways of interacting with others.

Promote play
that mimics 

emotions (i.e.,
surprise, 

happiness,
wonderment

or anger) 

Model and
coach behaviors

Encourage
interactions
with others

Role-play and
read about 

emotional and
social situations

with your 
children 

Stress the 
consequences of

your children’s
actions
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What if my babies don’t “hit the marks” 
on the charts? What should I do?

First and foremost, the stages of social and emotional growth are

indicators, not absolutes. Some infants exhibit these characteris-

tics before or after the specific age indicated on the charts.

Remember that preemies’ ages are calculated differently from typ-

ical full-term infants.

As noted, one of the most important methods of stimulating

an infant’s development is quality interaction. Researchers sug-

gest that the quantity of interactive communication with a baby

is not as crucial to newborn development as is the quality of that

interaction. This is good news for busy parents of multiples try-

ing to meet the needs of two children.

Quality interaction can be prompt responses to your newborn’s

crying to instill a sense of safety and reliability; making frequent

eye contact during feedings to engage their visual and emotional

processes; keeping your babies close to you to promote mutual

attachment and security—take turns cradling your babies in a sling

or carrier; and interacting with your babies through reading, talk-

ing, playing soft music, smiling, rocking and walking to help intro-

duce them to new and interesting things around them. Quality

interaction relies on the fact that children are more interested in

playing with their parents rather than toys.

Quality interaction goes hand-in-hand with knowing what your

babies like. Paying attention to and learning their individual pref-

erences—something of a challenge for parents of two infant pre-

emies—is another method for positively impacting your child’s

development. Although twins and multiples share the same envi-

ronment, they do not necessarily have the same preferences for inter-

action. Be aware of their individual preferences and get to know

them on a one-to-one basis. Is one more alert in the morning, while

the other is more active in the afternoon or evening? Do they respond

more strongly to visual stimulation or auditory stimulation?

Some children prefer a deep, massage-like touch to a gentle stroke.

Discovering each twin’s preferences is a key component in help-

ing them develop positive attachments to their world. Engaging

your children with all their senses encourages meaningful social

and emotional interaction. The more secure and attached they feel

toward you, the more they will feel encouraged to interact with

others at a deep emotional level.

What role does “play” play?
Research shows that play experiences are among the most con-

crete ways children practice social, language and communica-

tion skills with peers. Play also permits children to deal with their

emotions and receive feedback from their actions. Over time, the

types of play and the social exchanges become increasingly more

complex.

Solitary play is characterized by infants and children playing

with a toy alone.

Parallel play occurs when children are engaged in play with

objects in the same room without interacting with others. Parallel

play is common among 3- and 4-year-olds.

Associative play involves interaction among children. They take

notice of their peers and may even take turns sharing. Associative

play is common among 5- and 6-year-olds.

Cooperative play occurs when children play or work together

to achieve a common task. They may exchange ideas on how to

arrange blocks to create the tallest structure or how to stage a pup-

pet show. By first grade, many children engage in cooperative play

to some degree. Twins become very adept at cooperative play and,

as any parent can testify, often use this teamwork in highly cre-

ative yet sometimes mischievous endeavors.

❛❛ Twins become very adept at

cooperative play and, as any

parent can testify, often use

this teamwork in highly creative

yet sometimes mischievous

endeavors.❞
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Does slower social/emotional development
lead to problems in later childhood?

If unattended, many researchers agree, impaired social or emo-

tional development will lead to more serious problems. The vast

majority of early social and emotional delays in development are

identified and addressed by concerned parents, however. Most often,

delays in social or emotional development require us to consider

the readiness of children for entering school or advancing from

one grade to the next. Time is often what children need to develop

important skills and behaviors. Specific activities—such as

involvement in a sport, club or mentoring event—can promote

improved communication skills with others.

The important role parents and caregivers have in the devel-

opment of appropriate social skills and emotional adjustment can-

not be denied. Children, regardless of their “birth weight status,”

are more likely to become socially and emotionally well-adjusted

adults if they have loving, supportive and involved parents.

Multiples have the added benefit of having loving and support-

ive siblings. Later, the importance of friends plays a role in your

child’s development.

Milestones don’t determine growth
Milestones in childhood development are approximations of your

twins’growth process.While it is helpful to be aware of these mark-

ers, being positively involved in all areas of your babies’ lives will

reinforce the necessary, fundamental skills required to overcome

any complications. With meaningful and quality interaction, your

babies will develop a sense of security necessary to make strong

emotional and social attachments to the world around them.

John Mascazine, Ph.D., is a researcher and assistant professor at Ohio
Dominican University in Columbus, Ohio. He teaches educational psy-
chology and teaching methods to elementary and middle school pre-
service teachers. He can be reached at twineducation@yahoo.com.

Beth Morrow is working toward her M.Ed. at Ohio Dominican University.
She has been teaching for nine years and is the middle school coor-
dinator for the English as a second language (ESL) program for the
Columbus Public Schools in Columbus, Ohio. She can be reached at
morrown@ohiodominican.edu.

Resources
Wood, C. (1997). Yardsticks: Children in the classroom ages 4-14:

A resource for parents and teachers. Greenfield, Mass.: Northeast

Foundation for Children.

National Institutes of Health: www.nih.gov

Emory University Medical School; development milestones:

http://med.emory.edu/PEDIATRICS/NEONATOLOGY/DPC/

mileston.htm

Mayo Clinic; resources on infant development:

www.mayoclinic.com 

PREEMIE RESEARCH UPDATES
Preemie newborn pain
Preterm neonates undergo many painful procedures as part

of their standard care in the NICU and they are able to

experience pain and, in fact, are highly sensitive to it.

Therefore, there is an urgent need to find safe and effective

treatments to relieve pain in these infants.

Experts have recommended the use of morphine to alle-

viate pain during routine NICU care and invasive procedures

such as heel sticks in ventilated preterm neonates. A recent

international study has shown, however, that morphine does

not alleviate heel stick pain in ventilated preterm neonates,

despite its effectiveness in alleviating prolonged pain and pain

that results from surgery. This finding is worrisome because

morphine is used widely for ongoing analgesia during rou-

tine NICU care and procedures in ventilated preterm neonates.

Possible explanations for the lack of analgesic effect of mor-

phine for acute pain in preterm neonates may include the

immaturity of opioid receptors or a decreased production of

active metabolites. The authors conclude that giving contin-

uous morphine to preterm neonates does not eliminate the

need for other analgesic approaches such as sucrose, which

is effective against acute procedural pain.

Progesterone may delay birth
A form of the hormone progesterone called hydro-

xyprogesterone caproate, or 17P, can reduce preterm births

by up to one-third, according to a University of Utah Health

Science Center study.

As for babies born to mothers who received 17P, their

immediate newborn outcomes improved, too. Fewer needed

help breathing, and fewer suffered inflammation of the small

intestine and colon than those whose mothers received a

placebo.

Progesterone relaxes the smooth muscle wall of the uterus,

blocks the action of oxytocin, a hormone that makes the

uterus contract, and inhibits the formation of gap junctions,

connections that allow the muscle cells in the uterus to

communicate with each other so they can contract at the

same time.

Although the study findings are encouraging, said Michael

J. Varner, M.D., professor of obstetrics and gynecology at the

University of Utah medical school, this treatment doesn’t

address the major problem of spontaneous preterm birth in

women without a previous history. Researchers also have no

information on potential long-term effects of fetus exposure

to 17P. Further studies are being developed to define the pre-

cise role of 17P in preventing spontaneous preterm birth.

Genital tract infection risks
Common infections of the genital tract account for up to 50%

of preterm births,especially those that occur before 30 weeks,

experts from the March of Dimes state.
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The First Year
by Lauren Kafka 

How I lost my
e-mail drive

I used to be one of those people who

responded to e-mail within a few hours,

sometimes within minutes. My e-mail

address book has hundreds of names in it:

people from Johnstown, Pa., to the Czech

Republic, some of whom I don’t remember

anymore. For several years, I took pride in

making a special effort to communicate with

any friend or relative who took the time to

write to me.

After giving birth to twins in June 1998,

I felt completely unable to turn on my com-

puter, let alone keep up any substantial elec-

tronic correspondence. I occasionally found

myself staring at the screen wondering

what messages might be inside it, but this

curiosity didn’t translate into action for a

while. My fear of an overflowing inbox and

my lack of desire to act on it rendered me

virtually inert—unable to press that top

right corner button and listen to the sooth-

ing chime that indicates that the system is

revving up for business.

During the first trimester of pregnancy,

I took a Web-design class, and during the

final stages of the pregnancy, I created a

multi-page Web site that I maintained until

the twins were born. As soon as the kids

came home from the hospital, family and

friends asked when the site would be

updated.When could they see photos of the

babies? I guess they figured this would be

a good way to monitor the twins’ progress

from zygotes to preemies to toddlers.

I tried to explain that I was having trou-

ble making time for basic daily tasks like

flossing, so updating the Web site was not

a high priority. But my aversion to the com-

puter was due to more than simply a lack

of extra time; it was the lack of

e-mail drive. That compelling desire to

turn on the computer to revive relation-

ships that snail mail and voice mail could

not sustain was gone.After

a tiring day with the babies,

that energy to check my

mailbox at 11:45 p.m. just

disappeared. Even though

people told me they

understood and advised

me not to worry that our

friendship would suffer

because of my lack of com-

munication, I felt guilty

about it. I knew I was let-

ting down many of my e-

buddies in cyberspace.

But I couldn’t fake it. I

was afraid that if I started

trying to catch up with all

of my former correspon-

dents, I’d get sucked into those large chunks

of e-mail time that can make an entire

evening disappear.

Alex, who was familiar with my e-mail

addiction prior to pregnancy, thought this

new behavior was a bit odd. He occasion-

ally asked me whether I checked my e-mail.

When I told him I couldn’t, he said, “You

can check it, you know, without actually

responding to messages.”

About nine months into the twins’ lives,

I began to experiment cautiously. I checked

my inbox to find out if anyone had written

a message. I sent a couple of short hello

notes just to see if anyone out there was still

willing to communicate with me. Slowly and

methodically, in the same way I tried to work

my stomach muscles back into shape, I

began to rekindle my e-mail relationships.

The flip side of this cyberhibernation was

that when I finally came out of it and

started answering the phone, responding to

e-mail within a couple days and checking

voice-mail messages, I learned that a few of

my good friends were expecting babies.After

their deliveries, we received what has now

become the standard initial birth

announcement among our circle of

friends—a quick, cryptic e-mail message

written by the father followed by several

weeks of cybersilence. I dropped off a gift

for one baby and got a hastily written

thank-you note. I delivered a home-cooked

meal to a tired single mother and got a quick

voice-mail message from a very sleepy per-

son. I didn’t bother trying to respond to the

call because I didn’t want to interrupt any-

one’s nap time, especially Mommy’s.

Then around the six-month mark, my

e-mails occasionally were answered, and the

sender appeared to sound increasingly

upbeat. That’s when I knew that little Eli was

sleeping for more than four hours at a time,

and precious Hannah learned how to dis-

tinguish night from day, and fussy Maya’s

reflux began to subside. That’s when I knew

it was OK to arrange a visit to see the little

dumplings. I’d been there; I just knew.

Lauren Kafka reflects on the first year with her
twins, now 6, from her home in Bethesda, Md.

ILLUSTRATION BY CHUCK GALEY



A Very Special Twin Story
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Your twins can be helped to understand that he or she “owns” characteristics that make each individual
a unique “I”. Parents of twins have frequently asked us to publish “personalized story books” for twins
that would help parents have these important conversations with their twins about what it means to be
“I” rather than “one of the twins.”

We’ve created 2 new storybooks that do exactly that! Sold in sets of two so that each child has a
personal storybook, these are filled with simple material, are fun and educational. Each of the 32 pages
is loaded with colorful illustrations. From the time your twins are toddlers, they will love having these
stories read to them. Each storybook provides dozens of fill-in-the-blank spots for you to write in your

child’s unique preferences and personalized information. EXCLUSIVE TO

TWINS MAGAZINE…NOT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE ELSE.

My Personal Story in ABCs
Your child will learn the letters A to Z with pictures and words. There are
more than 20 places for you to write in personalized information about
your child’s responses—favorite animals, the number of kids in your family,
and Mommy’s and Daddy’s names. Lavishly illustrated by artist Jerianne
Van Dijk, who did the gorgeous watercolor illustrations for our popular

TWINS Lifetime Memory Book.

A Very Special Twin Story
Your child will be delighted with the chance to
play the major role in telling his or her own
personal story. Wonderfully illustrated by artist

Jenny Campbell, this softbound book allows your child to include on many
pages important personal information such as the time and day they were
born, your home address, favorite colors and clothes, favorite games and
activities.

Parents of twins said they want 
personalized books for their twins!
We listened to you, and created products you said you wanted. These vibrant
books will quickly become favorites your children will treasure today and
forever. Buy 2 of the same book, or buy one of each so your twins each have

a different story. Either way, these will be prized possessions of each twin.

Order direct through Twins Bookshelf –
online at www.TwinsMagazine.com or

call toll-free 888-55-TWINS.
Exclusively through TWINS Magazine

My Personal Story in ABCs by the editors of
TWINS Magazine. Illustrated by Jerianne Van
Dijk. 32 pages, 8-1/2 x 11 inches, softbound.
$15.95 each. 

A Very Special Twin Story by the editors of
TWINS Magazine. Illustrated by Jenny
Campbell. 32 pages, 8-1/2 x 11 inches,
softbound. $15.95 each.

Set of two books, $25.95.
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Twin research takes parents off the
hook…almost
Self-concept has intrigued psychologist  Shirley McGuire since her

childhood. How was it possible, she wondered, that she was so dif-

ferent from her four brothers and they from each other? 

Her first research, some 15 years ago, launched her professional

hunt for answers to her youthful question, “Why do some folks

feel good about themselves and some don’t?”She searched for con-

nections between children’s self-concepts and their experiences with

their parents. At that time, child development theorists held that

family atmosphere, especially homes with disruptive environments,

had the largest influence on whether children 

developed positive or negative self-concepts. Dr. McGuire, how-

ever, found no such relationship in stable homes and, in fact, nei-

ther did many other subsequent empirical studies. Her data

showed that children in highly dysfunctional homes were at risk

of developing negative self-esteem, but that happy home envi-

ronments did not necessarily produce children with high self-

esteem.

This finding led her to study the adult twin and sibling research

that found siblings do not necessarily share personality traits. In

addition, she explains, a few studies in developmental psychol-

ogy demonstrated that young siblings did not share many expe-

riences, even experiences within their families. Siblings had dif-

ferent relationships with their parents and, of course, different

experiences with their peer groups and at school. Parents in these

studies often reported that they treated their children differently

in response to their different personalities. These findings ruled

out the prevalent assumption that siblings should have similar self-

concepts. McGuire began to wonder if differences in personality

traits in school-aged siblings would affect their experiences

inside and outside their home environments and result in their

developing differing self-concepts.

She set out to examine twin and sibling similarity in six main

attributes which contribute to children’s self-concepts: scholas-

tic competence, social competence, athletic competence, physi-

cal appearance, friendship, behavioral conduct and general self-

esteem. She used data collected as part of the Non-shared

Environment in Adolescent Development (NEAD) project, which

was being conducted by David Reiss, E. Mavis Hetherington and

Robert Plomin. The study included 720 sibling pairs and included

MZ twins, DZ twins, full siblings, half-siblings and genetically unre-

lated siblings.

McGuire explains: “My colleagues in the NEAD project and I

expected that members of twin and sibling pairs would differ in self-

concept.We also thought that because MZ twins share the same inher-

ited traits they might have more similar academic and social self-

concepts compared to DZ twins and other sibling types, since

academic achievement and peer interactions appeared to be linked

to heritable traits such as cognitive abilities and extraversion.”

Self-concept in middle childhood
“I looked for similarities and differences in the personality traits

and social relationships between twins and other sibling pairs

between the ages of 8 and 12 (i.e., the middle childhood). During

this time, children are developing a stable and complex sense of

self. That is, a child’s self-esteem is not overly affected by day-to-

day events such as a fight with a friend. At the same time, his or

her sense of self is becoming more differentiated. School-aged chil-

dren develop different “selves” in the home, classroom, peer and

neighborhood contexts. Some children feel competent in math

class, but not during physical education classes. Others feel con-

fident with peers, but not in the classroom. In fact, some children

readily acknowledge their  differences and list their sibling’s per-

sonality problems (e.g., “He is too sensitive,” or “She has a tem-

per.”) and, at the same time, describe the sibling’s strengths (e.g.,

“She is great at video games,” or “He always helps me with my

homework.”).

Twin data link personality traits,
environment and self-concept 
“I found that all of the sibling pairs, including the MZ twins, were

different in general self-esteem, friendship experiences and

behavioral conduct. All of the pairs, except the MZ twins, were

also very different in scholastic, social and athletic competence

and their feelings about their physical appearance. The MZ twin

pairs, however, had moderate similarities in these last four cate-

gories, which suggested that heritable factors, such as tempera-

ment and cognitive and athletic abilities, play an important role

in the development of self-concept.

Interview by Patricia M. Malmstrom, M.A.

The roots of self-concept

Occupation: Researcher, psychologist

Name: Shirley McGuire, Ph.D.

Position: Associate Professor of Psychology at the University
of San Francisco and Director of Twins, Adoptees and Peers
Study (TAPS) 

Contact information: Department of Psychology,
University of San Francisco; San Francisco, CA 94117;
e-mail: mcguire@usfca.edu; office phone: (415) 422-5265 and
TAPS contact number: (415) 422-5947.

research
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“This means that parenting is only a partial contributor to chil-

dren’s developing sense of self. These findings should diffuse

parental guilt when one of their children is struggling with his or

her self-esteem, and should also prompt mental health professionals

to examine the factors outside a child’s home which influence his

or her life.”

More studies underway
“My current project with Nancy Segal, a twin researcher at

California State University at Fullerton, examines links between

sibling relationships and children’s well-being and their self-con-

cepts. We are comparing MZ twins, DZ twins, same-aged siblings

reared together, and friend-friend pairs. We want to know when

sibling relationships are like best friendships. We are exploring the

types of activities that twins and friends do together and how much

they cooperate with each other. We aim to expand the concept of

sibling relations beyond the one note of sibling rivalry to show

its full complexity. Our project is called the Twins, Adoptees and

Peers Study (TAPS).” To find out more and how you can partici-

pate visit: www.usfca.edu/fac-staff/mcguire/taps .

Patricia M. Malmstrom, M.A., is director of Twin Services Consulting,
www.twinservices.org, and co-author of The Art of Parenting Twins,
(Ballantine, NY, 1999). You may e-mail her at twinservices@juno.com.

The Twins, Adoptees, Peers
and Siblings Study

Who:

8 to 11 year-old

• fraternal or identical twins,

• adoptive siblings (one or both children are adopted, ages

within 9 months of each other),

• close-in-age biological siblings (ages within 4 years)

• same-sex best-friend pairs (ages within 1 year of each other)

What:

Interviews are arranged at the convenience of the families.

Benefits: Participants (children) receive T-shirts. Families of

twins, adoptive siblings, or biological siblings earn $50 and

families of best friends, $25 each. Same-sex twins receive

DNA testing to determine zygosity (MZ or DZ).

Contact:

If you live in Southern California, please call (949) 480-4057

or e-mail Jody Davis (jdavis@soka.edu).

If you live in Northern California, please call (415) 422-5947

or e-mail Patricia Gill (prgill@usfca.edu).

If you live elsewhere, please contact either Jody or Patricia.
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www.babyabby.com

Free Shipping!
on orders over $50

(use coupon code: TWINS)

Innovative & Hard-To-Find Baby Products
for maternity, nursing, nursery, safety, travel

and more!
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Visit us online today at

Nurse EZ Twin

Original Scootees

Wrap ‘n Ride

Shop for your multiples
without leaving home!

Practical Bedside Reading for
NEW PARENTS OF

MULTIPLES

Dr. Barbara Luke’s guide is
fully revised and updated

$1995

Available through
TWINS BOOKSHELF

888-55-TWINS
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First place
Sandi McLaughlin won first

place and $250 for her story “It’s

Bedtime, Boys.”

Sandi lives in Madisonville, La., with her

husband Shawn, twin boys Rhett and

Ashton, born Sept. 6, 1999, and a daugh-

ter, Alexandra Grace, who was born May

8, 2002.

She has a Ph.D. in psychology and

works part-time as a certified school psy-

chologist for the St. Tammany Parish

school system.

“I have published a few research arti-

cles in psychology journals, but have never

published fiction,” Sandi said. “I have

always enjoyed reading children’s literature

and have wanted to write children’s fiction

for some time. When I saw the ad for the

TWINS Magazine contest, I decided to give

it a try. This was my first story.”

Second place
Vanessa Welsh won second

place and $175 with her story,

“Grandpa’s Twins.”

Her husband Paul is a technical writer.

Their twins Caleb and Ethan, born Aug. 13,

2002, were a source of inspiration for this

multiples story.

“I grew up on a farm, and the boys enjoy

going back there to see all the animals,”said

Vanessa, who lives in Lincoln, Neb. “I am

certainly more intrigued by all the multi-

ple births that occur there, now that I’ve

experienced it, too! 

“I’m so amazed that I won,” Vanessa

wrote to us. “I’m still in shock that I will

see my story in print anywhere! This will

be my first published piece. In fact, it is also

my first submitted piece.

“I became interested in writing for

children several years ago while teaching

kids with disabilities,” Vanessa explained.

“I struggled to find stories with characters

who had disabilities, and so decided that

perhaps I should write  them myself.”

Soon after enrolling in a writing course

Vanessa discovered she was pregnant with

her twins. She said she put her writing and

her teaching career on the back burner in

order to devote her attention to her boys.

Third place
Michelle Donaldson won third

place and $100 with her story

“Buddies.”

Michelle, her husband Jim and their son

Spencer, born Sept. 14, 1996, welcomed

twins Colin and Ian to their family June 6,

2003. They live in Dunbar, W.V.

Michelle says having twins has changed

her life. “I’m currently a stay-at-home

mom who is enjoying spending time with

my twins. We call them our twin buddies.

I mainly wrote this story to share with my

twins, so they could see their experience of

being friends and twins.”

This is the first story Michelle has ever

written.“I’m very excited to have won third

place,”Michelle said.“I didn’t think I’d win

anything at all.”

Fiction contest
W I N N E R S

Includes 50 Recipies!

1

2

3
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If there is one thing Michelle LaRowe

wants everyone to know about her, it’s that

she loves her job.

Her love and passion for being a

nanny—a professional nanny—helped her

land the 2004 Nanny of the Year award

from the International Nanny Association.

The award recognized the Boston-area

nanny’s outstanding achievements per-

sonally and throughout the industry. As a

caregiver, she holds a full-time position car-

ing for twin boys. As an advocate for the

industry, Michelle educates parents and

other nannies and also campaigns to raise

the standards of nanny care—actually, to

create the standards—through licensing in

the United States.

Michelle, 28, earned a bachelor’s degree

in chemistry, but one week before gradu-

ation, recognized that being a nanny was

her true calling.

She ran into a family with twins at the

ice skating rink. After observing Michelle

interact with her daughters, the mother

asked Michelle to care for the girls in the

afternoons. The mother laid out plans

and directions, and Michelle carried them

out. From that chance beginning, Michelle

knew her heart was set on being a nanny.

“I love Bill Cosby’s advice: ‘You have to

find out what you love to do and figure out

how to get paid for it.’ I’ve been very for-

tunate to do that.”

For 10 years Michelle has been a nanny

to twins. Today, Michelle cares for 5-year-

old Ryan and Daniel Kurtz. She has been

with them since they were 10 days old.

Michelle loves caring for twins and says

that she would not be interested in being

nanny to a singleton.“The most challeng-

ing part of caring for twins is meeting the

needs of one without sacrificing the needs

of the other,” Michelle said.

If twins are double the challenge,

Michelle knows that twins are also double

the joy, especially when four arms open

wide and hug her.

And, she has observed that twins learn

empathy and patience at a much earlier age

than single-born children. She recalled an

instance when one of the boys comforted

a little friend who was hurt—because that

is what Ryan and Daniel have done for each

other from a very early age.

Structure and consistency are critical in

caring for multiples, Michelle believes.“It

is very important to have the kids on a

schedule. If you don’t have your time to do

your stuff—to cook dinner, organize their

activities, take a shower—you’re going to

be miserable. With twins, it’s not what’s
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“The most challenging part of
caring for twins is meeting the
needs of one without sacrificing
the needs of the other.”

Call Me
Nanny…
Call Me
Nanny…

nanny of the year nanny of the year 
by Sharon WithersMichelle LaRowe, INA Nanny of the Year, holds Ryan and Daniel Kurtz, age 5 
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ideal, but what works.”

Manners are very important, too.

“These boys can go anywhere,” Michelle

said. They learn how to behave at a con-

cert or in a museum, how to eat in a nice

restaurant, how to wait in line and in

most any situation that can come up

because Michelle takes them there and

insists that they behave.

“We can take them anywhere,” said

Karen Kurtz, mother of Ryan and Daniel.

“Yesterday they went to the science

museum and to the beach today. They get

together with other kids; they are not iso-

lated, but well socialized, friendly.”

Full of energy herself, Michelle is aware

of the fine line between over-scheduling

and planning a well-balanced day. She

makes sure that her plans, supervision and

attitude contribute to their educational,

emotional, physical and moral growth on

a daily basis.

“I love Ryan and Daniel like they were

my own boys,” Michelle said, “but I know

they aren’t.”That, Michelle says, is the mark

of a quality nanny.

Some parents express misgivings about

having another person intimately involved

in their children’s lives and the possibility

of being emotionally replaced.

“You should hope that your children

love their nanny,” Karen explained. While

she acknowledged that there may be “a lit-

tle bit of competition over the babies, a lit-

tle bit,” it is a minor consideration.

“You have to accept that there is a third

adult in your children’s lives and they will

have a special relationship with that per-

son and that is good and helps make them

happy and healthy,” Karen explained.

“Children will always love their parents.”

Michelle echoed Karen’s beliefs. She

loves Daniel and Ryan and they love her.

In fact, she says she can’t imagine not being

with them, but keeps reminding them—

and herself—that someday, when they are

big boys, they will not need a nanny.

“I tell the boys that I have my family and

that I am their nanny and describe what a

nanny does. Some of their friends have nan-

nies and that helps. They call me ’Shell and

know I am their nanny and I love them. If

someone calls me a babysitter, Ryan and

Daniel shout out, ‘Shell’s not our babysit-

ter; she’s our nanny.’”

Michelle likens the relationship to a

marriage. “Open communication is very

important. You should be able to give and

take constructive advice.”

Karen reflected on the comparison:

“You have to learn how to make the rela-

tionship work.Your nanny is a special per-

son who is your employee and part of your

family.”

Curiously enough, although their per-

sonalities appear to be opposite, the match

works. Michelle talks a hundred miles an

hour, buzzes with energy and throws out

ideas as fast as they come to her. Karen, a

professor at Harvard in the department of

public health, seems more thoughtful and,

as Michelle says, “laid back.” But they

clicked, and they respect each other.

“You have to find a nanny who is right

for you. Some of that is probably trial and

error.We just got lucky the first time,”Karen

said.

It was more than luck or trial and

error. Karen and her husband Rick, an

interventional cardiologist, did things

right: They knew they wanted to keep their

careers and could afford to do so; they went

to a well-respected agency; they knew they

wanted a full-charge nanny; and they

THE
NUMBERS

In the United States, about
85% of all fathers and more
than 60% of all mothers

work outside the home. In
2001, Americans spent about
$38 billion on licensed child
care programs. 

Child care costs are major item
in any budget and vary widely,
depending on where you live
and the quality of the care. For
a family with twins, day care
center costs could total $20,000
per year; for a nanny, costs
could range from $20,000 to
$32,000 per year. In a national
chain day care center near
Boston, the costs for two tod-
dlers would be about $22,000;
for a live-out Boston-area
nanny, the cost ranges from
$15,000 to $40,000.

The National Association for
the Education of Young Children
(NAEYC) is a nonprofit consor-
tium that seeks to improve pro-
fessional early childhood edu-
cation programs. For
accreditation by the National
Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC) a child
care center must have one
caregiver for four babies. For 
2-year-olds, it's one to six; for
3-year-olds, one to 10. Visit
www.naeyc.org for a list of
NAEYC-accredited centers.

“You should
hope that
your children
love their
nanny…”

Ryan, Daniel and Michelle
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interviewed several candidates.“It was a lit-

tle bit like her picking us, as much as us

picking her,” Karen recalled.

Initially the Kurtz’s wanted a live-in

nanny, but they are glad they chose to have

a live-out nanny. “We like the privacy and

the weekends… and our house is not ide-

ally set up for a live-in nanny,” Karen said.

More importantly, the Kurtz’s knew

they wanted someone who looked at the

position as a professional.

Michelle, a full-charge nanny, is quite

clear about what a professional nanny

should be and do.

“I believe in providing loving, nurtur-

ing and quality childcare. I believe that a

family and a nanny need to work as a team.

I believe with mutual respect, having a

nanny and being a nanny, can be an excel-

lent way to provide outstanding childcare

for children,” Michelle explained.

Karen concurred. “It is important that

we agree on big things. We are very simi-

lar in letting them explore, letting them go

out and try things as long as they are safe;

they’re going to have bruises and bumps.

It even works better to have Michelle be—

maybe strict is not the right word—more

structured, than we are. We discuss things

such as how are we going to change this

behavior problem or that.”

Both have read and follow advice in the

book 1-2-3 Magic by Thomas Phelan.

Michelle has even written an article for the

Boston Nanny Association on the four Cs

of discipline: comprehending, clarity, con-

sistency and consideration.

“I am always a role model for them. I

never want anything in my life that I could

not tell them about,” Michelle said. “I’m

really making a difference in their lives.”

Michelle’s hours are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., but

those are flexible.“When their parents are

stuck in traffic and an hour late getting

home, I can’t get upset because the children

would see that and might think they aren’t

loved. And I don’t get upset. Can you

imagine if I didn’t give 100% to these boys?

They would be so insecure.”

No one could ever accuse Michelle giv-

ing any less to her colleagues either. She

serves on the board of directors of the

International Nanny Association (INA)

and is a member of the National

Association of Nannies.

She is also the founder and president of

a local nonprofit educational nanny organ-

ization, Boston Area Nannies, which

recently drew 130 attendees from nine

states to its first conference.“It was a great

day for the nanny industry and many of the

attendees learned for the first time that they

were not just babysitters, they are nannies,”

Michelle said.

Being a professional nanny is a common

theme when Michelle speaks at conventions

and meetings, or writes articles.

“It just makes my blood boil to think

that you have to be licensed to cut hair, but

not to care for a child. It is not right that

there is no licensing.

“A price tag doesn’t make you a pro-

fessional nanny. It’s your resumé, your

experience, your education. Today’s pro-

fessional nanny usually has a degree. We

love our jobs and work hard.

“It is my goal to get nannies regulated

so we know who’s taking care of our chil-

dren,” said Michelle, the only nanny in

Massachusetts to have passed the INA

Nanny Credential Exam.

“Regardless of what kind of child care

you want, know who is taking care of your

kids,” Michelle advised. “Kids soak up

everything.

“I am very fortunate to have a family that

lets me work as I do, that allows me to love

their kids… what an unselfish gift.”
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Nanny resources
www.nanny-governess.com

www.bostonareanannies.com

www.nanny.org

www.nannyassociation.com

When looking for child care
for your twins, you should be
able to answer these ques-
tions about the individual who
will spend the day with your
children.

Who will be caring for my
children most of their waking
hours?

What do I know about this
person?

What are her qualifications?

What is her philosophy on
child rearing?

What will my children be
doing all day?

How will her personality click
with my children?

How attentive will she be to
my children’s needs?

How much does she under-
stand about twins?

CHILD CARE
Interview
Questions

FINDING A NANNY
✿ Use a well-respected agency that screens applicants.
✿ Know what kind of nanny care you need.
✿ Interview the nanny; ask the questions listed on this page, plus

ones that are important to your family life.
✿ Sign contracts that clearly define expectations, including hours,

salary, benefits, vacation, health care and working conditions.
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An artichoke a day

ANTI-ANTIOXIDANTS?
Your kids might choke on artichokes and red beans, but these veggies are full of

disease-fighting benefits. Researchers analyzed the antioxidant content of 100 com-

monly consumed foods.

Cranberries, blueberries and blackberries ranked highest among the fruits studied.

Legumes (dried beans), artichokes and Russet potatoes were tops among the vegetables.

Pecans, walnuts and hazelnuts ranked highest in the nut category.

Other antioxidant-packed foods include prunes, raspberries, strawberries, red delicious apples,

granny smith apples, pecans, sweet cherries, plums and gala apples.

1Parents control the supply lines: You decide which foods

to buy and when to serve them.

2Kids decide if and what to eat: From the foods you offer,

kids get to choose what they eat and whether to eat at all.

3Quit the “clean plate club”: Let your children stop 

eating when they feel they’ve had enough.

4Start them young: Food preferences are developed early

in life, so offer a variety of foods.

5Rewrite the kids’ menu: Your children might surprise you

with their willingness to experiment with new foods.

6Drink calories count: Soda and other sweetened drinks—

including fruit juices—add extra calories and get in the

way of good nutrition.

7Put sweets in their place: Occasional sweets are fine, but

don’t turn dessert into the main reason for eating dinner.

8Food is not love: Find better ways to say “I love you.”

9Kids do as you do: Be a role model and eat healthy your-

self.

10Turn off the TV: You’ll also turn off the advertising and

mindless snacking; do something fun as a family.

—from the book Fit Kids: A practical guide to raising

healthy and active children from birth to teens, by Mary L. Gavin

M.D., Steven A. Dowshen M.D., and Neil Izenberg M.D. (DK

Publishing, 2004) 208 pages, $20

For more information on Fit Kids, fitness 

and food, visit: www.kidshealth.org

5 more tips:
fun, fitness and food

Slow down on fast food: Limit to one time a week and

don’t supersize.

Get physical: Walk or do something (anything!) for 30

minutes at least five days a week.

Portion your snacks: Don’t eat from the box, bag or can.

Pour a serving and stick to that.

Aim for fitness, not thinness: Don’t skip meals. Eat healthy

meals and snacks throughout the day. Not everyone is

made to be thin, but we can all be fit.

Indulge: If there’s something you crave, eat it once a week,

but in moderate portions.Anticipate it and make it special.

—from Marshfield Clinic Healthy Lifestyles Initiative,

Wisconsin

SODA OVERDOSE
Discouraging children from drinking fizzy drinks can prevent
excessive weight gain, according to new research in the UK.

Obesity is the hot topic of the day, but how many obese twins do you know? We think a far
greater problem, considering the double workload a mom of twins faces, is getting a

well-balanced, nutrient-packed meal on the table, day in and day out.

Second perhaps to obesity is the buzz about antioxidants. What are they and
where do you find them? Are they important for kids, or only as anti-aging
weapons? And just because twins are not fat, does it mean they are fit?  Here’s a

round-up of the latest information to come across our desks.

10 tips:
kids and food

1

2

3

4

5
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Online Resources
www.eatright.org • American Dietetic Association

www.kidshealth.org • The Nemours Foundation

www.5aday.org • There’s a Rainbow on my Plate

www.usda.gov/news/usdakids • USDA for Kids

www.nal.usda.gov/fnic • National Agriculture Library

http://ific.org • International Food Information Council

www.nutrition.gov • U.S. Government portal site

Calcium for strong bones
According to new studies from pediatri-

cians and orthopedic surgeons, the rate of

broken arms has climbed by more than

50% in girls and 30% in boys since 1970.

Not surprisingly, another study found that

kids who don’t drink milk are at much

greater risk of breaking their bones than

their milk-drinking counterparts.

In one of the study surveys, 46% of the

doctors thought substituting soft drinks

for milk was an important cause of the

increase in broken bones among kids.

Forty-two percent of doctors cited low

milk consumption and inadequate cal-

cium intake for the increase.

Low-fat or fat-free milk is the preferred

calcium source because milk has a high

calcium content and its calcium is easily

absorbed by the body. Also, milk contains

other nutrients—vitamin D,A, B12, potas-

sium and magnesium—all essential to

healthy bone development.

Smoothies made with real

milk, chocolate milk and soup

made with milk count toward

the daily requirements. Serving

milk with meals is a good start,

but parents must also throw out

the soda and junk food.

Other calcium sources

include calcium-fortified

orange juice, yogurt, tofu,

canned salmon with edible

bones, cheese, cottage cheese,

ice cream, frozen yogurt, pudding, broc-

coli, kale and turnip greens.

Furthermore, high intake of dietary

calcium, such as that found in milk,

cheese and yogurt, is associated with

lower body fat in young children. And

finally, what happens in the first 20 years

of life is critical for building bone mass and

preventing osteoporosis as an adult.

Iron = brain food
Infants need 6 to 10 milligrams of iron,

and children need 10 to 15 milligrams

each day.

Iron deficiency can lead to fatigue, irri-

tability, headaches, lack of energy and tin-

gling in the hands and feet. Severe iron

deficiency can lead to iron-deficiency

anemia. If your child has any of these

symptoms, talk to your children’s doctor,

who may prescribe iron supplements.

Never give your children iron supplements

without consulting your children’s doctor,

because an iron overdose can cause seri-

ous problems.

Children who had good iron levels as

babies showed better motor skills than

those who had been iron deficient.

Children who had previously suffered iron

deficiency as infants not only lagged

behind their peers, but the difference

also increased over time. Teens who suf-

fered severe, chronic iron deficiency when

they were 12 to 23 months old were likely

to score lower on cognitive and motor

tests, even if that iron deficiency was

treated in infancy, according to a

University of Michigan study.

The following foods are rich in iron:

fish and shellfish, red meats, organ meats

(such as liver), fortified cereals, whole-

grains, dried beans and peas, dried fruits,

leafy green vegetables and blackstrap

molasses.

Fiber, fabulous rough fiber
Your kids usually get enough fiber, but

make sure it is the right kind—whole-

grain breads and cereals, legumes, fruits

and vegetables. Dietary fiber may play a

role in reducing the chances of heart dis-

ease and cancer later in life, and fiber helps

promote bowel regularity. To determine

how many grams of fiber your child

should be consuming each day, add five

to your child’s age in years. You can

increase fiber by adding oat or wheat bran

to breads, muffins or cookies you bake.

ince babies need
fat in their diets

for development,
they should drink whole
milk until their second
birthdays. Then, if growth is steady, they
switch to low-fat or nonfat milk.

S

Make sure your children get these three essential nutrients
in adequate amounts, daily: calcium, iron, and fiber. 

whole milk
for babies [
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How did you begin to work with twins?
I never say I work with twins; I work with multiple-birth families. My work

has two strands: the more conventional emphasis on genetic studies using twins

and work on the needs of families. When I began my work back in 1975, I soon

realized that even in genetic research with twins, you had to think about the

rest of the family. For example, how did twins or higher-order multiples impact

mom and dad and how did older brothers and sisters cope with the arrival of

twins and all the demands they placed upon the family? 

I have been lucky in being able to work closely with our parents’ organiza-

tion, the Australian Multiple Birth Association (AMBA), so I have always been

aware of the family’s perspective. With AMBA I began working on the issues

around twins in school, which resulted first in a booklet that went to all schools

in the country, as well as overseas, and more recently, on our Web site,

www.twinsandmultiples.org.

How did you begin to look at ADHD in twins?
One of our long-time interests has been differences between twins and single-

born children. In the 1980s we began analyzing a very large Australia-wide gov-

ernment study of literacy and numeracy in 10- to 11- and 13- to 14-year-olds,

Trained as a psychologist in Aberdeen
and Birmingham, UK, David Hay moved
to Australia in 1972. He worked at the La
Trobe University in Melbourne until 1996

when he moved to Western Australia
where he is a professor of psychology in the

field of education at Curtin University.

Dr. Hay’s very helpful Web site,
www.twinsandmultiples.org, developed with Pat

Preedy of the UK, presents the results of his many twin
studies conducted over the years. It includes a wealth of

practical applications and advice for parents of
multiples on how families cope with newborn

multiples, twins in school, special needs
families, ADHD, bereavement  and

behavioral studies.

For the last 19 years he has
been the National Patron of

Australian Multiple Birth
Association (AMBA) and

has also served on the
board of the International

Society for Twin Studies.

EXTRA! 
Boys are four to nine times
more likely to be diagnosed
with ADHD.

ADHD and multiples:ADHD and multiples:   
A family affair

BY DAVID A. HAY, PH.D.



where fortunately they had asked which children were twins—

something that is not done nearly enough. At age 10, the twins

were a bit behind but by age 13 to 14 the girls had caught up. The

twin boys as a group, however, had not—though, of course, quite

a few were doing well. When we looked at what they were doing

wrong, it was often on quite simple tasks such as basic arithmetic

and even reading the time from a watch face. To me, this smacked

of a problem with attention rather than ability.

At the same time, clinically, I was seeing twins, again often boys,

for reading problems in which the real difficulty seemed to be

impulsivity. I remember one pair for whom, if asked to read a word,

any word would do, as long as it started with the right letter and

had the right number of letters: Asked to read “cat,”“cab”was good

enough. So already we had inattention and impulsivity, which with

hyperactivity, comprise the three components of ADHD.

How did this become a formal study of ADHD?
Much of our work is with the Australian Twin Registry, one of the

world’s largest volunteer registers of twins and their families. In

1990 Associate Professor Florence Levy contacted the registry about

the possibility of doing some work on the genetics of ADHD.

Although Australian, Florence was trained as a child psychiatrist

at Yale and came back to run one of the largest public hospital child

psychiatry clinics in Sydney. She knew a lot about ADHD but not

much about twins, while I knew about twins but not ADHD. It

seemed an ideal combination of interests and ignorance!

Over the last 13 or so years, our Australian Twin ADHD Project

(ATAP) has become one of the world’s largest studies of ADHD

(more than 18,000 family members) and resulted in the first text

on the genetics of ADHD, Attention, Genes and ADHD, (Brunner

and Routledge in the UK; Taylor and Francis in the US; 2001). It

is scary how far the field has advanced in this time and in 2004

the book would be very different.

In the ATAP study, 82% of MZ twins and 38% of dizygotic (DZ)

twins were concordant for ADHD.ATAP also received, among many

other citations, the Reiger Prize from the American Academy of

Child and Adolescent Psychiatry for publishing the “most signif-

icant paper of 1997.”

So just what is ADHD?
In Australia we go with the U.S. classification (formally called DSM-

IV) that recognizes three types of ADHD, the children with mainly

Inattentive symptoms, those with mainly Hyperactivity/Impulsivity

symptoms and those who have the Combined type with both.

Three points to consider are:

• When the media portrays ADHD, it is almost always the

Hyperactive-Impulsive type as their action makes for the best

footage. In fact, this is the rarest type; the often quiet and over-

looked Inattentive type is the most common.

• The children must have not only the symptoms,but also their behav-

ior must impair their functioning at home and school. So some

kids can manage well in elementary school where they have one

main teacher who knows them and how to deal with their behav-

ior.When they get to junior-high,however,and have to start organ-

izing their way to different classes and different teachers problems

with the organization of behavior really emerge.

• The UK traditionally went with a much stricter set of criteria (called

ICD-10) in which children must have Inattention and Hyperactivity

and Impulsivity, all reported by two independent assessors. This

is changing as it was realized that many children with major needs

were going unrecognized and without help.

Does ADHD actually exist?
In Australia and the U.S. there are very strong lobbies against

ADHD, arguing there is no biological test for it. Fair enough, but

there is not a biological test for any behavioral or psychiatric dis-

order, from depression to schizophrenia. The one test for any such

disorder is brain autopsy for Alzheimer’s Disease, which is little

consolation for the person or their family! 

There is a significant amount of exciting research on identify-

ing brain functioning which goes wrong in ADHD and other con-

ditions. In the immediate term this will tell us a lot about the nature

of ADHD but it is far from being diagnostic. Let me follow up with

a couple of things from our twin studies:

• We were awarded the Reiger Prize for showing that ADHD did

not exist! What we showed was that the Inattention and the

Hyperactivity/Impulsivity symptoms of ADHD were an essen-

tially inherited continuum throughout the entire population,

rather than there being an ADHD and a non-ADHD category.

So where you draw the line between ADHD and non-ADHD is

arbitrary. But then we do the same for many physical illnesses

with such things as blood sugar levels and high blood pressure.

Even our speed limits are an arbitrary convention, but try telling

that to the highway patrol! We simply have to draw a line some-

where as to what is acceptable behavior.
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Where you draw the line between
ADHD and non-ADHD is arbitrary.

If I were to focus on one thing that
legitimizes ADHD, it would be co-morbidity,
meaning that almost all young people with
ADHD have other problems as well.

• If I were to focus on one thing that legitimizes ADHD, it would

be co-morbidity, meaning that almost all young people with

ADHD have other problems as well. The Scandinavians  use a

concept of DAMP (nothing to do with their climate, but signi-

fying Disorders of Attention, Motor Control and Perception) to

argue there are very few young people with ADHD and nothing
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else. In our own studies, associate professor Jan Piek and I have

shown that some 50% of children with ADHD also have problems

with motor control. For example, they cannot catch a beanbag,

balance on one leg or perform a number of other similar skills.

No one is going to argue such motor problems are the result of

parental imagination or even bad parenting. Many other young

people with ADHD have issues with language skills, reading, anx-

iety, depression and so on. While no one would deny these issues

exist, they help legitimize ADHD and also emphasize the need for

a full assessment that screens the young person for the many other

problems that may occur along with ADHD.

Is ADHD more common in multiples?
If so, why?
I wish we knew more and that our colleagues were more concerned

about this issue. Our own studies show ADHD is a bit more com-

mon in multiples and a UK study reports a higher rate of twins

attending a child psychiatry clinic for this sort of problem. But many

of the genetic studies of child twins do not even discuss if the twins

in their program have more problems than children in general. I

wish they did because of one major difficulty. One of the issues

especially for younger twins is that our information comes from

parents rather than the children themselves and while they may

not get it wrong, they may not get it right. One twin may be labeled

as the “active” one and the other the “quiet” one, whereas in fact

there is only a modest difference between them. With differences

between twins being exaggerated, this makes it difficult to get good

data on whether ADHD problems are more common in multiple

birth children.

But why may there be more problems in twins and higher mul-

tiples? We have found surprisingly little role for preterm birth, even

though in studies of very preterm babies this is generally acknowl-

edged as being a risk factor for ADHD. There is a more of a role

for Small for Gestational Age (SGA). Every mom expecting twins

or higher multiples wants to keep the pregnancy going as long as

possible, but it is important that the children continue to grow.

In some multiples, the growth really slows down after week 34 or

so and these are the ones whom we have found have more prob-

lems in language development and, to a lesser extent, in ADHD.

There is a strong connection between language delay in multiples

and attentional problems—if we knew more about why the lan-

guage problems happened, then we would know more about the

attentional issue.

What causes ADHD?
Our own studies and those by our colleagues, (especially at the

Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis with whom

we have been collaborating over the last few years) agree on one thing:

There is a very strong genetic component to ADHD. We recently

began a very large study of why one identical twin may have ADHD

while the other twin does not, and it is really hard to find such chil-

dren. Screening over 3,000 pairs of identical twins, we only expect

to find some 100 pairs really different in ADHD. Sure, there is some

environmental effect, but it is largely one that leads to twins in the

same family differing from each other. It is not one that makes them

the same. Given that twins tend to have similar upbringing and sim-

ilar diets, it is unlikely these are major factors. The kind of envi-

ronmental effects that matter are ones that result in differences

between twins. So in the small sample of identical twins differing

in ADHD that we already have, it is almost always the one who had

more breathing difficulties at birth who has ADHD.

So what can parents do about ADHD?
Many of the forms of ADHD we see in twins have to do with

Inattention/Distractibility and with Impulsivity. It is all too easy

to see why these may be more common in families with multi-

ples. Imagine. Even as a 2-year-old you may be concentrating on

something, when your twin wants you to divert your attention to

something else. Or you may want to get in before your twin to do

something with your parent or to bring them some news. What

you say may not be right, but you got there first! 

Parents can gradually discourage inattentive and impulsive

behavior, especially if they are aware of it in their multiples. Repeated

and gentle reminders to calm down, take turns and finish tasks

may counter some of the built-in chaos of twinship and help chil-

dren learn to concentrate and control impulsive tendencies. Also,

by their own behavior, parents can set a tone of calm and quiet

for the home.

What about medication?
No one wants to give 4-year-old twins stimulant drugs and this

is one of the most emotive issues for families. As a psychologist,

I cannot prescribe drugs but there a few things I think it is impor-

tant to know about medicating children for ADHD.

• The stimulant medications are not the same as “speed.”They have

been around for some 60 years and are safe, in that they are metab-

olized very quickly in the system.

• Significant side effects occur more often in children who were

inappropriately diagnosed and should not have been given such

medication in the first place. Just because a child has learning

problems does not mean that child has ADHD.

• We are now seeing whole new groups of medication, both long-

lasting stimulants so that children need only one tablet in the

morning before school starts and drugs better suited to those

who suffer from anxiety, a problem that often occurs along with

ADHD, and for whom stimulants have not been the best mode

of intervention.

There is a strong connection
between language delay in multiples

and attentional problems.



What about the multiple-birth family?
Recently we ran a study on the brothers and sisters of children with

ADHD. They would have to be the biggest fans we have ever

encountered of stimulant medication.Without any prompting, they

repeatedly made comments such as “The tablets give me back my

brother, so we can play together.”

Without any wish to get into the question of whether medication

is the only approach to intervention, a dilemma for every family—

and especially for the multiple-birth family—is how the rest of the

family—and the other twin—copes with ADHD. While we have

begun to focus on the rest of the family, just think what it would

be like to be the twin who has ADHD when your twin does not.

Given all the co-morbidities, the ADHD twin is probably not doing

as well at school and in sports. Furthermore, we know that chil-

dren with ADHD often have fewer friends, as they are not atten-

tive to social cues and may butt into conversations inappropriately.

Where do we go for help?
First, you have to agree you may need help or at least assessment

of one or more of your multiple-birth children. I do not say that

lightly. Too often I have seen conflict over dad’s active little sports-

man and mom’s child who may have ADHD. On top of that, when

you do seek help, your chances of finding a specialist in multiple

births are few! You can, however, search for someone who believes

in working with the family. Ideally, the therapist can recognize that

parenting multiples may not be easy and will be aware of the impact

if one or more multiples is diagnosed and needs help. Especially,

the therapist should be someone who (in psychology jargon) is

aware both of differential diagnosis and of co-morbidity. ADHD

is not the only reason children may present with Inattention and

Hyperactivity. At the same time, it is important to check out the

common co-morbid conditions mentioned above to get a clear

perspective on the extent of the child’s or children’s problems. If

one twin is depressed because he is not doing as well as his twin

at school, in sports and in peer relationships, this needs to be worked

on as much as the symptoms of ADHD.A good clinician will think

of all these things.

What’s your last word?
ADHD has always been with us. It may only recently be that it is

being adequately diagnosed—and possibly over-diagnosed. Some

children will grow out of it, while others may not. Every family

has at least the right to have their fears allayed and to know their

children do not have ADHD. But the impact of having both twins

with ADHD or the family dynamics where one but not the other

has ADHD are such that multiple-birth families do need to have

concerns about possible ADHD taken seriously. Don’t allow

yourself to be dismissed with the comment “But twins are like that!”

Resources
www.twinsandmultiples.org/adhd
The Web site developed by Dr. David Hay and Dr. Pat Preedy. At

this site you can download a questionnaire,“Do our multiples have

ADHD?” Not intended to be definitive but an aid to helping parents

or teachers decide if a child needs a complete assessment.

www.myadhd.com
A helpful summary of the likely causes of ADHD; cites Dr. Hay’s

1997 study, “Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder: a category

or a continuum? Genetic analysis of a large-scale twin study.”

www.ldonline.org
The Coordinated Campaign for Learning Disabilities offers

resources for parents, teachers and kids, including a large list of

links to related sites and support organizations.

Attention, Genes and ADHD
by Florence Levy, David A. Hay; (Taylor & Francis, 2003) paper-

back, 288 pages, $25.95.

“Parents can gradually

discourage inattentive

and impulsive behavior,

especially if they are

aware of it in their

multiples.”

… just think what it would be like to be
the twin who has ADHD when your twin
does not.
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Pregnancy 
Week-by-Week
Dr. Jane MacDougall $8.95
An innovative,spiral-bound
guide to the development of
children during pregnancy,
Dr. MacDougall provides
tips and suggestions of pre-
natal care for expecting mothers.Week-by-week, it pres-
ents useful information on topics of concern to mothers,
from nutrition to medical issues and yoga exercise.
Paperback, 96 pages.

When You’re Expecting Twins,
Triplets, or Quads Revised Ed.
Barbara Luke, Sc.D.,M.P.H., R.D. 
and Tamara Eberlein $19.95
Newly revised and updated,Dr.Barbara
Luke of the University of Miami School
of Medicine and mother of twins
Tamara Eberlein provide specific,
empowering information for parents of
multiples about health care providers,diet,activity and rest
restrictions,preterm labor,and post-pregnancy feeding and
care.Also included are 50 nutritious recipes for optimal birth
weight of the multiple children,and numerous charts,graphs
and illustrations.Appendices include helpful resources for
new parents of multiples and a detailed glossary. Paperback,
420  pages.

Everything You Need to Know to
Have a Healthy Twin Pregnancy
Gila Leiter, M.D.,; Rachel Kranz $15.95
Dr. Leiter is a mother of twins and an
OB/Gyn herself.Offers practical infor-
mation, and detailed resources when
expecting twins. Paperback, 330
pages.

The Pregnancy Bed Rest Book
A Survival Guide for Expectant
Mothers and Their Families
Amy E. Tracy $14.00
Information on everything from noti-
fying your employer and working with
your health insurer to proper nutrition
and calisthenics. Guide helps you
adjust to horizontal living  and get back
on your feet. Extensive resources list. Paperback, 229
pages.

The Multiple Pregnancy
Sourcebook
Nancy Bowers, RN, BSN $17.95
A perinatal nurse and mother of twins
writes on pregnancy, infertility tech-
nology,prenatal testing,nutrition and
development,preterm labor,birth and
the NICU. Paperback, 420 pages.

Having Twins And More: 
A parent’s guide to multiple
pregnancy, birth, and early childhood
Elizabeth Noble $18.95
Revised third edition bursts with details
about multiple pregnancy, birthing
experience, postpartum, and caring
for twins at home. Chapters on prena-
tal psychology, premature delivery, twin bonding.
Paperback, 562 pages.

Your Premature Baby: Everything
you need to know  about birth,
treatment, and parenting of
premature infants
Frank P. Manginello, M.D.,; Theresa Foy
DiGeronimo, M.Ed. $17.95
Guide to facing the challenging and
often costly ordeal of giving birth to
and caring for premature babies.
Revised edition. Paperback, 336 pages.

Your Premature Baby & Child
Amy E. Tracy; Diane I. Maroney, R.N. $17.95
Written by experienced preemie 
parents and medical professionals,
this book answers your questions
about the NICU, homecoming, bond-
ing, medical, developmental, school
years and more. Paperback, 327 pages.

Breastfeeding Your 
Premature Baby
Gwen Gotsch $5.95
La Leche League International rein-
forces its message that breastfeeding is
possible in  seemingly impossible cir-
cumstances. Paperback, 60 pages.

The No-Cry Sleep Solution:Gentle
Ways to Help Your Baby Sleep
Through the Night
Elizabeth Pantley $14.95
This sensible book offers a 10-step pro-
gram that leads you, one day at a time,
to your goal of a good night’s sleep for
everyone. Full of tips and suggestions,
not  formulas. Paperback, 256 pages.

Nighttime Parenting: How to Get
Your Baby and Child to Sleep
William Sears, M.D. $9.95
Vigorous opponent of letting babies
cry it out, Sears offers dozens of tips
to help you get your babies (and
toddlers) to sleep and  stay asleep.
Revised. Paperback, 204 pages.

Solve Your Child’s Sleep Problems
Richard Ferber, M.D. $12.00 
Does your child have difficulty falling
asleep? Wake in the middle of the
night? Suffer from night fears? Packed
with sample problems and solution.
Paperback, 251 pages.

Ready or Not…Here We Come!
Elizabeth Lyons                                 $16.00
This author and mom of twins  recog-
nized that raising twins wouldn’t be
easy.In her multiples birthing class,she
met a group of women who weathered
their pregnancies together and became
close friends. Lyons and her “multiple
sorority” survive the hardships and
humor of their first year with twins. Paperback, 165
pages.

Twins
Mary Ellen Mark $35.00
Mark is one of America’s leading
photographers.Her work has been  in
New Yorker, Rolling Stone, Vanity
Fair, Vogue and Life. She  attended
the popular “Twins Days” festival in
Twinsburg, Ohio, for 2 years photo-
graphing twins with her large-format camera,producing
this amazing book  of 80 stunning images that depict the
bond between twins and captures their unique individ-
uality. Hardcover, 96 pages.

Double Duty: The parents’ guide to
raising twins, from pregnancy
through school years
Christina Baglivi Tinglov $14.95
Real-life solutions, parent-tested sug-
gestions and expert advice on every-
thing from pregnancy-related weight
gain to whether or not to put the chil-
dren in the same class in school. Each chapter has  a “top
5” list of tips. Paperback, 201 pages.

TWINS! Pregnancy, birth, and the
first year of life
Connie Agnew, M.D., Alan Klein, M.D.;
Jill Alison Ganon $18.00
Read about physical, medical,
emotional and psychological issues,
with an emphasis on twin-specific
issues and a month-to-month guide for the first year.
Paperback, 320 pages.

Mothering Multiples:
Breastfeeding and Caring for Twins 
or More
Karen Kerkhoff Gromada $14.95
La Leche League guide covers first
feeding efforts in the hospital, avoid-
ing problems, full vs. partial breast-
feeding, going public and juggling
other duties. Paperback, 352 pages.

Mothering Twins: Advice and
support from five moms who’ve
been there and lived to tell the tale
$14.00
Five moms of twins offer many
worked-for-me solutions to myriad
situations unique to caring for twins.
Insightful moms speak from the
heart in terms you’ll understand. Paperback, 414
pages.

Twins, Triplets and More
Their Nature, Development and Care
Elizabeth M. Bryan $6.95
Classic guide to parenting twins and
higher order multiples.Provides helpful
resolutions to parenting issues unique to
multiple children. Hardcover, 138
pages.

Ever Since I Had My Baby
Roger Goldberg, M.D.              $16.00
Pregnancy and childbirth do have last-
ing effects on a mother’s body, particu-
larly after the birth of multiples.A prac-
ticing surgeon, Dr. Goldberg provides
candid,knowledgeable advice for moth-
ers of newborns. using an easy-to-read
style,Dr.Goldberg reassures mothers who are feeling help-
less and alone.There are solutions and treatment for many
common postpartum conditions.Paperback, 378 pages.

Raising Twins: What parents 
want to know  (and what twins want 
to tell them)
Eileen M. Pearlman, Ph.D.; 
Jill Alison Ganon $18.95
From a leading expert in twin develop-
ment,this book blends guidance,inter-
views and illustrative cases about  physical,emotional and
cognitive development in twins, birth through adoles-
cence.Paperback, 267 pages.

Twins to Quints: The Complete
Manual for Parents of Multiple
Birth Children
Rebecca E. Moskwinski, M.D., ed. $18.00 
Compiled by National Organization
of Mothers of Twins Clubs, edited by
Education Vice President Rebecca E.
Moskwinski, M.D., packed with
research, expert advice and practical “been there, done
that” tips from moms of multiples. Paperback, 298
pages.

Raising Multiple Birth Children:
A parents’ survival guide
William & Sheila Laut $19.95
Practical, well-thought-out guide
loaded with great lists, tips from
dozens of parents of multiples, plen-
ty of “Why-didn’t-I-think-of-that?”
insights and loads of humor.
Paperback, 240 pages.

The Parents’ Guide to Raising
Twins: From pre-birth to first
school days —the essential book for
those expecting two or more
Elizabeth Friedrich; Cherry Rowland $13.95 
Authors are  mothers of twins, deliver
a bounty of useful guidance. Readers
tap into a wealth of practical tips and
advice from doctors, nurses and dozens of other parents
of twins. Paperback, 304 pages.

Twin Telepathy: The Psychic
Connection
Guy Lyon Playfair $9.95
Evidence of a telepathic link between
twins, and incidents of shared emo-
tions, thoughts and tactile sensa-
tions, extreme physical manifesta-
tions as bruising or burning are doc-
umented. Paperback, 160 pages.

Twin Stories: Their Mysterious
and Unique Bond
Susan Kohl $13.95
A mother of twin boys talks to twins of
all ages and writes with insight,warmth
and humor,what it’s actually like to be
a twin. These stories provide a fresh
look into twinship. Paperback,
188 pages.

Keys to Parenting a Child with
Attention Deficit Disorders
Barry E. McNamara, Ed.D.,; 
Francine J. McNamara, MSW, CSW $7.95
The McNamaras, TWINS Magazine
advisory board members,suggest ways
to work with your child’s school,effec-
tively manage  behavior, provide emotional support and
act as advocate for your child. Paperback, 216 pages.

Your Baby’s First Year
Glade B. Curtis, M.D. 
and Judith Schuler, M.S. $16.00
Full of helpful information, this book’s
weekly format allows the parents of
newborn children to follow their devel-
opment over a 52-week period. While
every child is unique, the data con-
tained in the book provides guidelines
to the development of children.Paperback, 544 pages.

I Sleep at Red Lights
Bruce Stockler $24.95
Every parent of multiples will identify with
Bruce  Stockler’s hilarious adventures
with his triplet babies.Bruce is the primary
parent for his four kids, who include a
slightly older singleton son.Bruce is a for-
mer stand-up comic who worked as a joke
writer for Jay Leno. He is laugh-out-loud funny,and tends to
see the funny and positive side to absolutely any horrific  sit-
uation. As you know, with twins or triplets, there are a good
many of those! Paperback, 336 pages.

Entwined Lives: Twins and What
They Tell Us About Human
Behavior
Nancy Segal, Ph.D. $18.50 
Leading twin researcher and  monozy-
gotic (identical) twin,Segal sheds light
on nature vs. nurture debate, shows
how twins hold the keys to under-
standing physical and intellectual capabilities. Excellent
resource for parents of twins. Paperback, 396 pages.

Two at a Time
Jane Seymour; Pamela Patrick Novotny $14.00
Reading this is like talking across a
table over coffee with award-winning
star Seymour about pregnancy,birth,
life at home.Lists,answers to common
questions. Paperback, 205 pages.

The Art of Parenting Twins
Patricia Malmstrom, M.A.;
Janet Poland $14.00
Pat Malmstrom, founder of Twin
Services,Inc.,has adult twins and holds
degrees in early childhood education
and special ed.Highly readable.Covers
organizing your home, breastfeeding,
“twinshock,” developmental delays,
identity issues.Paperback, 333 pages.

The Joy of Twins: Having, raising,
and loving babies who arrive in groups
Pamela Patrick Novotny $16.00
This handbook covers everything from
the scientific facts to practical parent-
to-parent hints about raising two babies
at once. An outstanding book. Highly
readable! Paperback, 326 pages.

TWINS: Photographs by David
Fields; Essays  by Ruth and Rachel
Sandweiss     $27.50
Beautiful collection of photo-
graphs and short essays cele-
brate twinship—27 pairs of
twins, including Muhammad
Ali’s twins,Jane Seymour’s twins,Mario and Aldo Andretti,
the first NASA twin astronauts, twin Olympians, twin
brothers who survived the Holocaust.Coffee-table book.
Hardcover, 144 pages.

How to Talk So Kids Will Listen 
& Listen So Kids Will Talk
Adele Faber; Elaine Mazlish $12.50
Contemporary classic that every par-
ent needs to read, about parent/child
communications. Supportive, friend-
ly, and, above all, effective. Elicits
cooperation from children better
than all the yelling and pleading in
the world. Paperback, 286 pages.

Keys to Parenting Multiples
Karen Kerhoff Gromada;  
Mary C. Hurlburt $7.95
Practical help for nurturing multiples
from birth through childhood.Covers
breastfeeding,individuality,combined
energy, toilet learning, school, devel-
opment. Paperback, 216 pages.
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The Multiples Manual: Preparing 
and Caring for Twins or Triplets
Lynn Lorenz $13.95
Written by an identical twin who is the
mother of triplets, The Multiples
Manual is a compendium of over
1,000 indispensable tips and ideas for
new parents of multiples. Covering
topics ranging from crying to feeding
to bathing to safety and more. Parents
will find they don't need to read from
cover to cover but instead can skip and jump to topics of
greatest interest. With assistance and information from
several parents of multiples organizations, The Multiples
Manual entertains as well as informs.
Paperback, 270 pages.

Discipline Without Shouting or Spanking
Jerry Wyckoff, Ph.D.; Barbara C. Unell $8.00
Every parent of 1- to 5-year-olds
knows children often whine, refuse to
eat, throw tantrums. Unell, founder of
TWINS Magazine and a parent of b/g
twins, teamed with Wyckoff to help
parents discipline children without
damaging self-esteem or natural
curiosity. Revised and expanded.
Paperback, 160 pages.

Little Thoughts of Love 
Anne Geddes SALE  $19.95

There’s nothing quite like the
magical photographs of Anne
Geddes in this new, incredibly
gorgeous book. Twins, triplets,
and singleton babies appear sleeping in the petals of
roses, popping out of tulips, posed upon pedestals, nes-
tled among feathers, and cradled in a father’s strong
hands. There simply isn’t a more beautiful book of
babies and inspiring quotes. A wonderful gift idea.
Hardcover, 110 pages.

Imperfect Harmony: How to Stay Married
for the Sake of Your Children and Still Be
Happy
Joshua Coleman $23.95
In his upbeat manner,
Josh Coleman, TWINS
Magazine columnist
and father of twin
boys, offers down-to-
earth advice that really
works for parents who
do not want to end
their marriage. He will
help you tame out-of-
control conflict and let
go of fairy-tale ideas of
marriage popular today. Hardcover, 224 pages.
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Facing the loss of a multiple
Coming to Term: A Father’s
Story of Birth, Loss  and
Survival
William H. Woodwell Jr. $25.00
By sharing the very early birth of
twin daughters, Woodwell looks
at the heartache and miracles of
NICU, the death of a twin, and
survival. Hardcover, 216 pages 

A Different Kind of Mother
Surviving the Loss of My Twins
Christine Howser $13.95
Howser lost both of her twin
boys shortly after their birth and
offers a story of love, loss and
the choices that made healing
possible. Paperback, 120 pages.
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The Psychology of Twins: 
A practical handbook for parents
of multiples.

Herbert L. Collier, Ph.D. $13.95
Twins differ from singletons
and, just as importantly, from
each other, whether monozygot-
ic (identical) or dizygotic (frater-
nal). Dr. Collier, a psychologist
and father of twins, draws experience from rear-
ing his twins who are now well-adjusted adults
and also from counseling hundreds of families
with multiples. Offers compassionate wisdom
seasoned with patience. Practical and down-to-
earth, a must-have book for parents who want to
understand and value each child as an individual.
Paperback, 120 pages.

The Twinship Sourcebook: 
Your guide to understanding multiples
TWINS Magazine $14.95
The leading source of information
for parents of multiples. Handy,
one-of-a-kind guidebook helps
you understand your multiples
from birth through the school 
years and into adulthood. Topics
include temperament and per-
sonality, twin-types, and whether
to separate in school. If you have only one book
on multiples, this is the one to have! Paperback,
272 pages.

The Stork Brought Three: Secrets of successful
coping for  parents of multiples

Jean P. Hall $12.00
Even if you have twins instead
of triplets, you’ll enjoy this
touching, humorous first-hand
account. Inspiring tale empha-
sizes two essential ingredients
for raising multiples—patience
and a sense of humor. Learn
from the practical steps this
mom took to make life manage-
able. Paperback, 82 pages.

The Twinship Sourcebook 2:
Toddler Twins
TWINS Magazine $14.95
Everyday questions are
addressed in this practical
guidebook. Twins and triplets
who are moving beyond their
babyhood—and, oh boy, can
they move!—make every day a challenge and
lots of fun! Insights from experts and other par-
ents. Topics include: biting and fighting, eating,
potty training, identity, discipline, growing
stages, physical development, language develop-
ment, emotional development, playtime, creativ-
ity, and more. A perfect gift. Paperback, 198
pages.

Dancing Naked in Front of the Fridge...And
Other Lessons from Twins
Nancy J. Sipes, Ph.D. 
and Janna S. Sipes, J.D. $16.95
The title of this book refers to
twinship being like a dance in
front of a mirror—each twin
constantly reflects the other.
These marvelously accom-
plished identical twins take a
look inside their twinship, and
help a reader take a fresh look at
their own personal relationships.
Gain new and valuable insights into your twins and
yourself. Paperback, 244 pages.

Twice as funny ... TWINS: A book of cartoons 
David Lochner                                                    $10.95

This cartoon collection is sure to tickle your ribs.
A great gift. Paperback, 104 pages 

Popular Choices from Twins Magazine
NEW!
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Feeding Multiple Babies
The simple questions—whether to breastfeed or bottle feed, weaning, handling colic,
and many more—become more complicated when you have two or more babies. Full
of useful insights from mothers who have been there! 40 pages.

Tips and Tools for New Parents of Twins and Triplets
When “twinshock”hits new parents, it hits hard. This report is a blessing for new par-
ents of twins. It provides practical, encouraging advice about coping with day-to-day
challenges in the midst of chaos and sleeplessness. 52 pages.

Health & Safety for Infant Multiples
From choosing a pediatrician to childproofing for twins, to dealing with ear infections
and diaper rash, all parents of multiples need simple, essential advice. 40 pages.

Premature Twins and Triplets
Helps frightened parents deal with big and little traumas they face as their small, pre-
maturely born multiples enter life with extra health problems. 44 pages.

NICU
Helps parents deal with their fears of the hospital NICU, challenges of nurturing their
preemies, and bringing their tiny babies home. 54 pages.

Higher Order Multiples
For parents of triplets and quadruplets who face the same concerns of parents of twins—
only multiplied. Topics include sleeping, feeding, bathing, dressing, car seats, school,
relationships among multiples, and growing up as multiples. 88 pages.

Multiples 7 to 12: The Middle Years
Twins really grow up quickly. Report sheds light on  parenting challenges during the
twins’ elementary school years—competition, discipline, sexuality, safety, self-confi-
dence, identity and more. 85 pages.

Multiples During the Adolescent Years
Parenting teen twins is confusing and stressful, times two. Straightforward advice on
multiples’ adolescent development during raging hormone periods, behavior, health
and education, and typical parenting woes. 87 pages.

Discipline Without Raising Your Voice
Dealing with twins is doubly tricky. Report on discipline and behavioral issues will
enhance  your parental coping skills,ease tensions and help you through difficult times.
Your children will benefit enormously. 54 pages.

A Guide for Parents Who Want Their Twins to Share a Classroom
Report helps you persuade school officials to allow your twins to remain in the same
classroom.Gives ammunition to parents, also provides educators’perspectives.25 pages.

Separate Classrooms or Together?
Multiples face unique schooling challenges and questions. To separate or not? What
to do when one succeeds, the other doesn’t? Report helps light the way down the dif-
ficult educational path. 58 pages.

Preschool and Kindergarten – A Guide For Parents of Twins
Preschool and kindergarten are exciting times in the lives of young multiple children,
and for their parents, too.From gathering supplies for school, to coaxing nervous twins
out of the car on their very first day, to supporting the growth of children as they learn
and increase their knowledge, this collection of articles by parenting experts can help
all parents of school-age twins. Read how twins learn in school and how parents can
help teachers and other students identify each twin. 36 pages.

$8.95 for one  •  $14.95 for two
All Reports Paperback   •   Published by TWINS Magazine 

NEW!



I Love You the Purplest
Barbara M. Joosse $15.95
“Who do you love the best?” asks one
of mama’s children “I love you the red-
dest,” she answers. “I love you bluest,”
she says to another. Story about the
unique love a mother has for each of her children, Wonderfully
illustrated by Mary Whyte. Hardcover, 24 pages.

TWINS!
Elaine Scott  
Photographs by Margaret Miller    $17.95
Large photos and simple text tell
warm and colorful tale of lives of
young multiples—infants through preschool-age and
shows special relationships they enjoy with each other,
siblings and parents. Hardcover, 40 pages.

What Will We Do with Two?
A rhyming book for twins
John P. Trump $10.95
Rhyming book celebrates how
parents respond to challenges 
of raising multiples. Paperback, 
16 pages.

Just Like Me
Barbara J. Neasi $4.95
Simple story written by a mother of
twins, describes how twins are alike 
and yet different. Vocabulary list helps
children learn new words. Paperback, 
32 pages. 

About Twins
Shelley Rotner; Sheila M. Kelly $16.95
Filled with photos of twins, this book
shows parents and their twins what 
it means to be a twin and helps kids
develop a sense of individuality.
Hardcover, 32 pages.

T is for Twins: An ABC Book
Mary Bond                           $15.95
Rhyming book pairs each letter
with a photograph of twins or
triplets engaged in activities from
tree climbing to napping. Space to
insert own photo on last page. Hardcover, 32 pages.

David, Donny and Darren
Virginia Totorica Aldape SALE $8.95
This imaginative and engaging book
about identical triplets is illustrated
with photographs of three darling
mischief makers in all kinds of neat
settings. it’s about the fun and occasional frustrations of
being a part of a set of multiples. For ages 3 and up.
Hardcover, 40 pages.

On the Trail with Miss Pace
Sharon Phillips Denslow SALE $7.50
While spending the summer at a
dude ranch, identical twin boys,
Bill and Phil, meet up with their
teacher, Miss Pace, and a cowboy
named Last Bob. The four team up for fun adventure. Filled
with imaginative illustrations. For ages 4 to 8. Hardcover,
36 pages.

Girl Wonder and the Terrific Twins
Malorie Blackman SALE $7.50
Being a superhero isn’t easy. Just ask
Maxine. But when the police in the neigh-
borhood need help, Girl Wonder and her
twin brothers are there to lend a hand.
They find loads of trouble…and lots of
laughter. For ages 9 to 13. Hardcover, 72
pages.

His Sister, Her Brother 
Wendy Black Mancarella $5.95
Boy/girl twins have dissimilar personali-
ties, like different foods and activities, but
figure out how much they love each other.
Paperback, 16 pages.

Imagination Collaboration
Doris Goldstein $5.95
Twins turn the couch into an airplane and
imagine forks and spoons having a party.
Paperback, 16 pages.

Twins: The Two of Us 
Susan May $9.95
Vivid photos with easy-to-read text
explain what twins are, shows twins
of all sizes, ages and types. Shows
that twins are unique in many ways,
yet experience the joys of life like
everyone else. Paperback, 32
pages.

Twin Tales
Donna Jackson $10.95
Including both scientific research
and interesting personal stories,
this well-illustrated energetic dis-
cussion of twins will appeal to
inquisitive younger readers. Donna
jackson’s book explores twins and their similarities, as
well as their differences. Hardcover, 48 pages.

My Twin My Friend
Lynne Crump $16.95
The joy of being a twin is explored
in this entertaining, rhyming story.
Twins have a special friend who is
both alike and different in their own
way. Together they make a great
pair. Hardcover, 32 pages.

twins!
Charlotte Doyle     $10.98 
Simple book for babies and toddlers,
twins need double the bottles and
twice the swing pushes, but give twice
as many kisses. Hardcover, 32 pages.

Boing! No Bouncing on the Bed
Jane Seymour; James Keach $12.99
Big Jim Cat becomes agitated when 
twins bounce on the bed, the chairs, 
the sofa, the bed again. Hardcover, 
30 pages.

Splat! The Tale of a Colorful Cat
Jane Seymour; James Keach $5.99
Big Jim gives twins permission to 
paint him while he naps, if they don’t get
paint on themselves or the floor. And
that’s what they do—paint dad!
Paperback, 30 pages.

Yum! The Tale of Two Cookies
Jane Seymour; James Keach $5.99
Twins can’t resist the smells coming from
a basket of cookies mom has made for
their hungry dad, whose fishing isn’t
going well. Everyone’s in for a surprise!
Paperback, 30 pages.

Never Mind! A Twin Novel
Avi and Rachel Vail $15.99 
An entertaining novel about twins Meg
and Edward, Meg and Edward clearly
don’t see eye to eye. In fact they are as
different as night and day, polar oppo-
sites who constantly rub each other the
wrong way. An easy novel for twins in the third grade or
older…children of this age will identify with the characters
and the situations.. Paperback, 208 pages.  

The Chairs Where Pam & Sam Sit 
Cynthia Grannell $5.95
In the style of “This is the house that Jack
built,” the milk lands on the floor, the cat
licks the milk, the cookie falls on the cat
and so on. Paperback, 16 pages.

Tiny Tired Twins
Elizabeth DeArmond $5.95
Bedtime story filled with illustrations of
twin animal babies, book delivers a peace-
ful sleepy message. Paperback, 16 pages.

Twin Babies, Twin Babies
Joan MacNeil; Robin MacNeil $5.95
In musical rhythms of a poem, twin
babies create many delights. Paperback,
16 pages.

The Twins & the Birthday Party 
Marcia Murphy $5.95
Lucy is invited to a party, but her twin
isn’t. Boo hoo. Then he has a special day
alone with Mom. Paperback, 16 pages.

Three is the Perfect Number
Kimberly Carey $5.95
Triplets jump rope, play restaurant, sneak
cookies and give parents a big bear hug.
Stimulates imagination, self-directed play.
Paperback, 16 pages.

One Baby, Two Baby, Three Baby,
Four
Christi Rober $5.95
All multiples will giggle when they see
quads crawling, visiting a zoo, crying, tak-
ing a bath and, finally, falling asleep.
Paperback, 16 pages.

Always Zany ABCs for Twins
Dawn Mitchell $5.95
Romp through the alphabet with playful
rhymes. Great for teaching twins the
ABCs. Paperback, 16 pages.

Twinship is in Your Heart 
Stacy Dye $5.95
On a day at the park, mom poses a riddle:
Can twins find other twins ? Dispels twin
stereotypes and teaches individuality.
Paperback, 16 pages.

Kevin and Ben
Gail S. Coleman     $5.95
Identical twins see differences emerge as
they get older … yet feel so lucky to have
a twin. Paperback, 16 pages.

Family Reunion
Lynn Burgess $5.95
Twins dislike having their heads patted by
relatives who can’t tell them apart and
who always ask who is older, who is
smarter. Story helps twins learn to handle
adult silliness. Paperback, 16 pages.

My, You Have Your Hands Full!
Amber Lappin $5.95
Simple rhymes tell how full life is with
multiples, and what is most full is
Mommy’s heart. Paperback, 16 pages.

It Takes Two
Tammie Blackburn $5.95
Twins complement each other: One 
draws pictures, the other writes words, but
to get the whole job done, it takes two.
Paperback, 16 pages.

The Little Green House
Beth Covino $5.95
Twins introduce “our two beds, two blan-
kets, two pillows for resting our heads.” But
some things differ… one likes to read, the
other loves music. Paperback, 16 pages.

Where Are the Twins?
Maegann M. Struble $5.95
The twins are playing hide-and-seek.
Daddy and Mommy find their older sister,
the dog, the bird and the cat, but where are
the twins? Paperback, 16 pages.

Twins Go to Bed
Ellen Weiss $3.99
Twins get ready for bedtime by brushing
their teeth, getting into their pajamas and
settling down for the evening. Illustrated
by Sam Williams. Paperback, 24 pages.

Twins Have a Fight
Ellen Weiss $3.99
There are new toys for the twins, but both
want to play with the same one! British
illustrator Sam Williams helps bring this
story to life. Paperback, 24 pages.

Twins in the Park
Ellen Weiss $3.99
Story of twins on  an afternoon trip to the
city park. Charming images by British illus-
trator Sam Williams, story tells of fun, games
and discoveries. Paperback, 24 pages.

Twins Take a Bath
Ellen Weiss $3.99
Kids splish and splash, get clean and ready
for bed. Features images by British illustra-
tor Sam Williams. Paperback, 24 pages.

My Best Friend
Margie Fincher $5.95
Book of rhyme teases readers with the
question, “Can you guess who my friend
can be? I’ll give you hints and you will
see.” Paperback, 16 pages.

Simon Says
Diana Hamilton Geller $5.95
Firstborn Simon flaunts his seniority over,
Max, who finds a new way to handle the
issue. Paperback, 16 pages.

One Was Not Enough
Lori Menning $5.95
Mama tells her 5-year-old twins she had
two babies because “one was not enough.”
Paperback, 16 pages.

You Can’t Trick Me
Yavonne Field-Bagwell $5.95
Identical twins playfully trick  friends,
teachers, and even Grammy about who’s
who—but can never trick Mom.  
Paperback, 16 pages.

Wishing on a Star
Dori J. DeGennaro $5.95
As 5-year-old dizygotic twins gaze at the
stars, Mom tells them of her wish every
night when she saw the first bright star.
Paperback, 16 pages.

Michael’s Brothers
Crystal Forsberg $5.95
Older sibling is jealous of the constant
attention the twins receive, but learns to
get over it. Paperback, 16 pages.

Jan and Ann are Twins
Barbara Sherwood $5.95
Look-alike twins switch places. Mom takes
Jan to Ann’s favorite place, and Dad takes
Ann to Jan’s favorite.  Oops! Paperback,
20 pages.

Jan and Ann and the Pet Rabbit
Barbara Sherwood $5.95
Dad gives Jan and Ann sprinkling cans to
water the garden, but they  give Fluffy, the
pet rabbit, a shower instead.  Paperback,
20 pages.

Twenty Wiggly Toes
Cynthia Johnson $5.95
Twins wiggle  20 toes, race with four feet,
clap their four hands, use 20 busy fingers
and two big bedtime yawns. Paperback,
16 pages.

One to Three
Nancy Griffin $5.95
Older sibling learns to accept twin babies.
It’s confusing and hard, but with time, love
grows. Paperback, 16 pages.
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Browne TWINS Series 
Patricia Frechtman $ 5.95 each 
Board Books Ages 1 to 4
The Twins’ Beginning! Mrs. Browne’s pregnancy and the birth of the Browne twins. 
The Twins Come Home! Browne twins arrive home and make new demands on 

happy parents.
The Twins’ First Walk! Twins take  first excursion outside, seeing the big world 

from their stroller.  
The Twins’ First Visit to the Doctor! The Browne twins visit the doctor. 
The Twins Are on the Go The Browne twins learn to crawl, stand and walk. 

NEW!

NEW!
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Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), a common cold virus that causes

bronchiolitis in children, can act as a “hit and hide” virus, accord-

ing to an international team of researchers. Until now, it was thought

that the virus could only survive in the body for a few days, but a

new study shows that the virus can survive for many months or

years, perhaps causing long-term effects on health, such as dam-

age to the lungs.

The research, published in American Journal of Respiratory and

Critical Care Medicine, was a joint project between Imperial College

London, St. Mary’s Hospital, London and the Ruhr-Universitat

Bochum, Germany.

Professor Peter Openshaw, from Imperial College London and

St. Mary’s Hospital, one of the paper’s authors, commented:“These

studies show that RSV is a ‘hit and hide’ virus, rather like HIV, her-

pes or some hepatitis viruses. The symptoms seem to go away but

the virus is just hiding, waiting for a chance to re-emerge and begin

infecting other people.”

The team believes that long after the initial symptoms, such as

coughs and sneezes, have disappeared, the virus could lie dormant

in the body. It is possible that the recurrent wheezing which occurs

in children who have suffered from bronchiolitis may be due to

virus hidden in the lung.

“Some people may be carriers, able to act as a source of new

outbreaks in children. If RSV is a ‘hit and hide’ virus, this could

explain where this virus goes in the summer and where it comes

from each winter. If the virus is able to lie dormant in previously

infected individuals, it could re-emerge when the conditions are

right and cause the outbreaks that fill our children’s wards each

winter,” Openshaw said.

>>Who gets RSV?
RSV is the most common cause of lower respiratory tract infec-

tions (LRTI) such as bronchiolitis and pneumonia in infants and

children worldwide, with infections predominantly occurring

between the autumn and spring. Nearly 50% of bronchiolitis and

25% of pneumonia hospitalizations in young children are caused

by RSV. The global annual infection and mortality figures for RSV

are estimated to be as high as 64 million and 160,000, respectively.

Around 40% of infants who experience bronchiolitis as a result

of RSV infection are subsequently affected by recurring wheeze

and up to a third can also suffer with childhood

asthma.

Most children contract RSV sometime in

early childhood, some with very mild symptoms.

Preterm infants, however, are at high risk for seri-

ous RSV infection, re-infection, hospitalization

and  complications. RSV infection, when severe

enough to result in hospitalization, may require

intensive care and mechanical ventilation.

Those considered at the highest risk for RSV disease include

preterm infants and infants with hemodynamically significant con-

genital heart disease (CHD). High-risk infants who contract RSV

are significantly more likely than healthy, term infants to develop

LRTI such as bronchiolitis and pneumonia, conditions that often

require lengthy and costly hospitalizations.

Over the long term, RSV infection has been linked to chronic

wheezing and coughing similar to childhood asthma.

Premature infants most likely to be hospitalized include those

with siblings in day care, a crowded household, smokers in the

home, multiple health conditions, an age of 10 weeks or younger

at the start of the RSV season, and early cessation of breastfeed-

ing. Furthermore, males are more likely to be hospitalized for RSV.

>>RSV prevention
New clinical findings have provided additional evidence that pre-

mature, less than or equal to 35 weeks gestational age, infants are

at elevated risk for RSV-related morbidity and mortality. “These

new findings help raise awareness of the risks of RSV in prema-

ture babies,” said Jessie Groothuis, M.D., global medical director,

immunology development, Abbott Laboratories. “Preventive

treatments can help protect these already vulnerable infants

against RSV, a serious lower respiratory tract disease.”

All high-risk infants can be protected through preventive treat-

ments, which may result in fewer RSV-related hospitalizations and

fewer serious complications. Currently the only preventive regi-

men against LRTI caused by RSV is Synagis (palivizumab).

Approved in Europe in 1999 and in the U.S. in 1998 to prevent

serious RSV infections in high-risk premature infants, was recently

approved in Europe and in the U.S. for expanded use in children

up to 2 years of age with CHD.

Synagis injections are given monthly during the RSV season

to children under 2 who have bronchopulmonary dysplasia/chronic

lung disease, premature infants born at 35 weeks or earlier, and

for infants and children 2 years of age or younger with hemody-

namically significant CHD.

For more information on RSV, visit www.rsvinfo.com and

www.rsvprotection.com and talk to your pediatrician.

—Compiled from various research reports
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First, a story: It was final-year kindergarten

for identical 6-year-old twins Chris and

Tom. Their teacher was handing out mem-

ory books to each child. Each child except

Chris and Tom, that is. Since they were

twins, she figured they could share one

book. On the back page was a picture of the

two boys smiling. In bright red marker, she

had scrawled:“Chris and Tom. Or is it Tom

and Chris?” Clearly, she had no idea who

was who.

“Even though my boys are young, I

know it must have hurt their self-esteem,”

said Dawn Zamanis, who lives with her

twins and three older sons in Valrico, Fla.

It’s an old problem with a new label. Call

it twin discrimination and it’s out there. It’s

covert and insidious, and sometimes you

have to look carefully to find it. But once

you do, you realize your twins will have to

contend with great dollops of it as they

grow older. And you have to think hard

about how you plan to handle these slices

of unfairness that are unwittingly doled out

to children born together.

There are different kinds of discrimi-

nation. For example, one twin may be

invited to a birthday party or playdate, and

the other excluded.As a parent, you’re pre-

sented with somewhat of a catch-22 situ-

ation. Do you insist that your twins attend

parties together or not at all, or do you

grant them permission to have different

friends and attend gatherings that some-

times exclude one or the other?

To some extent, that depends on their

age, says Herb Collier, Ph.D., an author and

expert in child and family psychology.

“While your pre-kindergarten twins won’t

understand that one is being excluded

from a birthday party, once they get a bit

older, I advocate that parents help their

twins to differentiate,” he said.

“Identity is a real issue here, and you

want to let the twins know that even

though they may look alike, they can have

different friends and different interests,”Dr.

Collier explained. “If you treat them like

identicals the whole time, they never learn

to be their own persons.”

For her 6-year-olds, Zamanis has an all-

or-nothing policy when it comes to birth-

day parties.“At any time, if one twin is not

invited to an event or a party and the other

is, we politely decline,” she said. “My boys

now know that although it may not be

intentional on the part of the host to dis-

criminate, it does hurt feelings. Therefore,

we feel that if both cannot attend, then we

just decline, and my boys are OK with that.”

Kimberly Fulbright, mom of twins

Madison and Kylee in Littleton, Colo.,

sees things differently. “If one should be

invited to a party and the other is not, it

must be because they have learned to

make their own friends and have estab-

lished a sense of self, which I highly pro-

mote,” she said. “I think it is imperative

that the girls have their own sense of iden-

tity. Even though feelings may get hurt, in

the end they are not the same person and

should not be treated as though they are.

I will do all that I can on my end to ensure

that they know they are not, in fact, one

person with two names.”

From the word discrimination comes

the derivative to discriminate, or distin-

guish. Many instances of discrimination

Twin Discrimination
an old problem

with a new label
by Lauren Kramer
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against twins come from the inability or

refusal of those around them to distinguish

one from the other, an insistent preference

to view and treat these two individuals as

a single unit. It’s a state of confusion you

encounter often as a parent of twins, even

if your kids don’t look much alike. The

moment some people hear the word twins,

they think “identical” and decide seconds

later that the two—particularly if they are

same-sex—cannot be distinguished from

one another.

Collier believes it is incumbent upon

parents of twins to make it easier for peo-

ple to discriminate one twin from the other.

“If twins are not recognized by people like

coaches and teachers, it’s the parents’

responsibility to make sure they can be dif-

ferentiated, either by coiffing them differ-

ently, or giving them different necklaces or

bracelets or clothing,”he said.“I think some

of the problem lies with the parents, who

think it’s cute to dress their twins the same.”

Eileen Pearlman, Ph.D., a monozy-

gotic twin, author and specialist in multi-

ple births, agrees. “It’s important to edu-

cate teachers, family members and coaches

that the kids are individuals with their own

feelings, temperaments, strengths and

weaknesses, and that we need to treat

each one as an individual,” she said.

“Sometimes people are just not aware

that kids born on the same day are actu-

ally two people.”

That didn’t help Zamanis when her kids

were in kindergarten. Though they dressed

differently and had completely different

personalities, their teachers continued to

confuse them. “My son Tom developed a

habit of walking up to his teachers and

classmates and saying ‘I am Tom,’ so as not

to be mistaken for his brother Chris,” she

recalled. “He became so self-conscious of

people calling him by Chris’s name that he

just decided he would prevent the frus-

tration he was almost certain to feel by not

allowing himself to be confused with Chris

in the first place.”

It’s a scenario Fulbright experiences

often. “I just put a smile on my face and

cheerfully tell the doctors and day care

providers who is who each and every time

I see them,” she said. “After all, having

twins is difficult and maybe it is too much

to ask that someone take a few extra

moments to decipher between the two.”

Situations such as these have taught the

Zamanis family important coping strate-

gies.“As a parent, I realize the importance

of treating each twin as if they were sin-

gletons, with different talents, abilities

and special qualities that make them

unique,” she said. “These acts of discrim-

ination, though not deliberate, have actu-

ally brought my boys much closer. They

look out for one another much more, and

realize the importance of fairness and

inclusion of both or none in activities that

they both enjoy. I’m very proud of how

protective they have become about each

other’s feelings, and we’ve all certainly

grown as a result of their experiences.”

Preventing twin
discrimination
■ Forego the cuteness of dressing twins

alike and focus instead on enhancing

their individuality

■ Give the people who interact with your

twins clear, consistent clues on how to

distinguish between your twins if they

are identical

■ Educate people who fail to distinguish

your twins from one another that they

are individuals and should be treated

thus, not as a single unit

■ Educate your twins. They can learn

how to help others distinguish between

them, even when others are not very

polite or considerate. They also can

learn that others’ insensitivity is not a

verdict on the state of their individual-

ity or the twinship

Lauren Kramer is a freelance writer who lives
in Vancouver with her husband and three chil-
dren, including twins born in 2003.

How do you dress your twins?
Always the same 40%

Same on special occasions 12%

Same outfit, different color 43%

Never the same 6%

—reader feedback poll from www.TwinsMagazine.com

They always grow up so fast…
Remember your children when they

were little with the 

GROWING UP TWINS 
GROWTH CHART

Printed in full color and laminated for durability, it’s
the perfect gift for new parents of multiples—or for
yourself. A lifelong keepsake, the chart includes
two rulers for your twins to keep.

®

It’s NEW
from

Call toll-free 888-55-TWINS 
or visit TwinsShoppe online at

www.TwinsMagazine.com

$25.95 each
Actual size: 40" x 12"
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Married with Twins
by Joshua Coleman, Ph.D.

Dear Brenda and Sam,

Your letter brings up many issues important

to all parents of twins. The first is how your

twins came into the world. What a stressor

to have your kids in NICU for the first six

weeks! The worry and exhaustion of an event

like that is enough to drive most couples over

the edge. As I write about in my upcoming

article on child abuse with twins

(November/December 2004), prematurity

and other neonatal problems put demands

on couples that can cause them to do things

they normally would never consider doing.

Sam, your complaint is a common one

of men whose wives have been unable to lose

the weight of pregnancy. I doubt it helps her

or you to think of it as being shallow on your

part, it just is what it is; you’re more attracted

to her when she’s thinner. In general, I think

it’s best if couples are open and honest about

what causes them to feel more attracted or

less attracted to each other.We can put moral

labels on that, but it rarely gets us anywhere.

We don’t usually have a lot of control over

what turns us on and what turns us off.

You have to know,however, that if you’re

going to have a conversation about her

weight, there is a good chance that she will

feel criticized, embarrassed or humiliated.

Studies show that “loss of figure” is one of

the things that women most worry about

after a pregnancy. So, she’s probably not

thrilled with the weight gain, either. That

doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have the con-

versation. I believe you should. Just make

sure you preface it by saying, “I know this

is really superficial, but...”Your tone should

be gentle and loving, and the conversation

should be filled with all of the things that

you admire, like and respect about her.

As you know, the current conflict in the

marriage isn’t just about Brenda’s weight.She

says that you don’t help very much and that’s

a big problem. In general, working mothers

are more exhausted and stressed out than

working dads because they feel more respon-

sible for the marriage, house and kids when

they get home. This is what sociologist

Arlie Hochschild refers to as “the second

shift.” Hochschild observed that women

work a full month a year more than men

when everything is factored in. So, it’s prob-

ably not very realistic for you to want

Brenda to lose the weight if you don’t sig-

nificantly step in and provide some down-

time for her. I’m sure you’re doing a lot too,

but if you’re like most men, it’s not nearly

as much as your wife.

Bearing this in mind, I recommend you

both commit to a course of action to solve

this. Brenda, you should make a list of

some things that Sam could begin doing on

a regular basis that would significantly

lessen your stress load. Let Sam know that

you’re committed to getting back to your

pre-pregnancy weight, but you’ll need a lot

more help from him to achieve it.

Sam, you should commit to greatly

increasing how much housework and par-

enting you do. Both of you should commit

to a weekly date, no matter how tired you

are. You need weekly time to bond in the

midst of all that incredible stress.

Finally, I believe that couples should strive

to have sex at least once a week, whether or

not they’re in the mood. Feelings of attrac-

tion are useful, but a commitment to action

is a far more reliable predictor of happiness

and compatibility in marriage. In other

words, don’t make the mistake of assuming

that you have to be in the mood to be nice

to your partner, appreciative or sexual.You

don’t always have control over that. You do

have control over your behavior.

Joshua Coleman, Ph.D., is a psychologist in
the San Francisco bay area and the father of
a daughter and twin sons. He is the author of
Imperfect Harmony: How to Stay Married for
the Salke of the Children and Still Be Happy.
Subscribe to his free marriage e-letter at
www.joshuacoleman.net.

She said
Our 13-month-old twin girls spent
their first six weeks in the NICU.
My husband and I hardly knew if it
was day or night. I returned to
work when they were 6 months
old. Before I was pregnant with
twins I was fairly slim. Now I am
overweight and don’t have the
motivation to do anything about it.
I am always so tired. I work all day
and come home and put in anoth-
er six hours cooking and cleaning.
To top it off, I can’t get Sam to help
much at night. I am exhausted,
drop in bed and never think of sex.
We don’t have time for a conversa-
tion, much less spending any time
together—alone. I think we're
drifting apart.

Brenda

He said
I love my wife and girls, but I have
no interest in her sexually. She is
not the woman I married. Although
it seems shallow, physical appear-
ance is important to me. She
works hard and I can’t bring
myself to tell her how I feel about
her weight or the way she dress-
es. She can’t fit into any of her
decent-looking clothes. I think I
should change my viewpoint. She
doesn’t have time for herself, and
we don’t have time for each other.
When the day ends at 10 or 11
p.m. we are exhausted. What can
we do?

Sam

Joshua Coleman, Ph.D.

Overwork, stress, weighty issues

Send your questions to Dr. Coleman at
TWINS Magazine, 11211 E. Arapahoe Rd.,
Ste. 101, Centennial, CO 80112-3851, or
e-mail TWINS.editor@businessword.com.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TWINS:
A practical handbook for parents of multiples

Psychologist Herbert L. Collier, Ph.D., a father
of twins and grandfather of twins, draws from
experience he gained rearing his twins, who are
now well-adjusted adults, and from counseling
hundreds of families with multiples. 

Twins differ from singletons and, just as importantly, from
each other, whether monozygotic (identical) or dizygotic (fra-
ternal). This book is a must-have for parents who want to
understand and value their twins as individuals. Dr. Collier
delivers practical, down-to-earth advice with compassion and
wisdom. Paperback, 120 pages. 

$1395

Order today from 
TWINS Magazine Bookshelf

Visit www.TwinsMagazine.com 
or call (888) 55-TWINS

In the News
continued from page 9

TTTS events
Conor’s Run
The first Xuppa Buzz Award Show Aug. 4 in New York City will

benefit Conor’s Run and the Twin to Twin Transfusion Syndrome

Foundation (TTTS), winner of the 2004 Xuppa Buzz Angel

Charity of the Year Award. Dr. Julian De Lia, a specialist in TTTS,

will speak about medical breakthroughs in the field.

Bernadette and Dave Archibald organized Conor’s Run, a 5K

road race held each year to benefit the Twin to Twin Transfusion

Syndrome Foundation, to remember their 4-year-old son Conor

who lost his life Jan. 1, 2001, as a result of conditions caused by

TTTS. The fourth annual Conor’s Run will be held on Sept. 18 in

Williamstown, Mass.

Twin to Twin Transfusion Syndrome (TTTS) is a disease of the

placenta affecting identical twins and their mother during preg-

nancy. If undiagnosed, TTTS can be fatal to mother and babies.

E-mail Bernadette at bernadette42@aol.com or visit

www.conorsrun.org for more information. Visit www.tttsfounda-

tion.org for more information on TTTS.

Race for Hope

The TTTS Race For Hope 5k Run/Walk and 1-Mile Family Fun

Run will be held in Denver, Colo., Nov. 14.

Lonnie and Michelle Somers are organizing the event. After

receiving a diagnosis of TTTS, they chose in utero surgery for their

girls, Ashley and Aspen, who were born June 17, 2003.

The mission of the TTTS Race for Hope is to create awareness,

educate health care professionals and families and raise funds for

organizations that give hope to those affected. All proceeds will

benefit the TTTS Foundation and the Florida Institute for Fetal

Diagnosis and Therapy (FIFDiT). Jeffrey L. Angel, M.D. or Rubén

A. Quintero, M.D. from FIFDiT is expected to be at the race.

Runners can collect pledges to support their efforts and any-

one unable to participate in the event can participate through the

national pledge drive. Prizes donated by businesses will be awarded

to individuals who raise top pledge dollars. Download a pledge form

at the Race for Hope Web site.

TWINS Magazine will be participating in the event; look for

more information in the November/December issue. Visit

www.tttsraceforhope.org, e-mail info@tttsraceforhope.org or call

(303) 522-4387 for more information.

Ashley and Aspen, age 1 

Twins, Triplets or More?
NOMOTC can help you find a local club to provide you

support as you face the joys and challenges of parenting multiples!

see www.nomotc.org to find a local club 
near you or call (877) 540-2200.

Have questions about what to
expect during pregnancy? How to
breast-feed two? Separate birthday
parties? Toilet training for two or
more?
We can help! Our book “Twins to Quints,”
authored by parents of twins, triplets and more is
a perfect resource for all your questions.

Are you a single parent? Or, 
perhaps, your multiples have 
special needs?

NOMOTC offers support for not only these cate-
gories, but has support for bereavement and
even for Spanish speaking parents.

Are you a professional dealing
with twins, triplets or more?
NOMOTC offers an Affiliate membership to indi-
viduals who encounter multiples through their
profession or to those parents who don’t have a
local club conveniently located nearby.
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School advancement:
all or nothing by Donna Hoke Kahwaty

I have four children, and they just happen

to share only two birthdays among them.

OK, they are two sets of twins, but I rarely

think of them that way. I’m so inclined to

resist all things twin that even my baby

shower invites politely requested “No twin

clothes, please.”

When my girls became older and less

obviously twins, I reveled in my new mall

experience—no more interruptions from

well-meaning strangers desiring to swap

twin tales or wanting in-depth information

about my daughters’ conception. And

when I had my boys, I was thrilled to finally

have people refer to my children as “the

girls” or “the boys,” not “the twins.”

Because they couldn’t be more differ-

ent, I never dressed either set of twins alike.

When my daughters reached kindergarten

age, I put them in separate classes, encour-

aged them to have different friends, and

secretly smiled when they decided that they

didn’t both have to play the piano or be on

the swim team. I felt confident that I was

raising two independent girls, not “twins.”

And then came first grade. Both girls

loved their teachers, adjusted well to a full

day of school and made new friends. First

grade came easily to both of them, but as

much as Sabrina found it fun, Jonnemarie

found it boring. She’s a driven and curious

girl, and I worried she wasn’t being chal-

lenged enough.A couple of months later at

our parent conference, my concerns were

validated. “She’s so smart!” her teacher

stage-whispered as soon as I walked in. She

admitted that my daughter worked well

above first-grade level, and to keep things

interesting she’d been allowing Jonnemarie

to act as her aide, help other students and

read to the class.When she was absent,other

children asked to be “the Jonnemarie.”

Jonnemarie’s teacher tried, but in a class

of 25, it’s not easy to give a child extra atten-

tion. When I returned for our third quar-

ter conference, she asked if I’d consider

skipping Jonnemarie over second grade,

and letting her begin third in the fall. I had

immediate and myriad reactions. Surprise.

Uncertainty. Pride.And instantly, I thought

of Sabrina. She’s a bright girl and was at the

top of her class; I knew she was comfort-

able there. But what about Jonnemarie?

Was it fair to hold her back? 

I skipped a grade myself and never felt

like it affected me one way or the other; I

knew Jonnemarie would probably be fine.

But putting her in third grade meant that

she and Sabrina would be in different

schools the following year. They would start

middle school and high school at different

times. They’d graduate in different years.

People would always ask why they were in

different grades, and would likely assume

that Sabrina had been held back, not that

Jonnemarie had advanced.

I told Jonnemarie’s teacher I’d think

about it. I discussed it with my husband,

and I wrote a letter to Sabrina’s teacher ask-

ing if she would evaluate Sabrina at the end

of the next quarter and give me her input.

When the reply came, it confirmed what I

already knew. While Sabrina would accli-

mate well on a social level and might ulti-

mately do fine, she would probably not

excel the way she did now, something that

did wonders to boost her confidence.

Sabrina’s confidence and self-esteem are

paramount to me, especially because she

lives with a sister who is good at virtually

everything. Moving her up would not be

in her best interests.

As much as advancing Jonnemarie

might have kept her challenged, I could not

do it at Sabrina’s expense. Her teacher

understood and promised to specifically

select a second-grade teacher who would

make sure that Jonnemarie had a stimu-

lating year.As for my daughter, she was flat-

tered to have been asked to skip, even if she

ultimately didn’t. Her second-grade teacher

ended up being a perfect match, a lover of

science and math just like Jonnemarie.

My daughters will be entering fourth

grade in the fall, and I have not second-

guessed my decision. If my daughters had

been siblings even a year apart, I wouldn’t

have hesitated to do what was best for just

one of them. Realizing that made me also

realize that as much as I strive to help my

daughters develop individually, there are

times when I need to respect their twinship,

and consider their needs as a pair of chil-

dren who are not just the same age, but

have a unique bond. It’s a line so fine that

most often, I don’t even see it.

A year from now, my late-birthday twin

boys will be ready to enter kindergarten. I

know already that Ethan will be just fine as

one of the youngest in his class. I know that

Cole’s teachers are going to recommend I

hold him back and let Ethan go. And I

already know what I’m going to do.

Donna Hoke Kahwaty is a freelance writer who
lives in Wharton, N.J., and is the mother of
three sets of twins, of which one set lived only
three days.
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If you find one or both of your twins
struggling in school, don’t wait until
the holiday break to make a change.

■ Trust your instincts. You know your
children best. If you feel something is
wrong don’t be afraid to take action. 

■ Talk to your children’s teacher. Set up
a meeting and be prepared. Bring
questions or observations you have
made about how your child learns.

■ Bring a notebook and take notes at
all school meetings. Keep these
notes and other school papers in a
file. Bring this file to all meetings
concerning your child.

■ Ask your children’s teacher for a plan
of how they will help your children.

■ If you don’t understand what is being
discussed at a school meeting, ask
questions. 

■ Once a plan for your children has
been put in place, stay on top of the
situation. Keep track of what is or is
not working and report back to the
school.

■ Learn all you can. Talk with other
parents who have been in similar
situations and find out what worked
for them. 

Smart moves
■ Take your twins for a school visit

ahead of time, especially if this is their
first year at a new school. The twins
will feel more comfortable if they are
somewhat familiar with the setting. 

■ Partner with your twins’ teacher;
show a spirit of cooperation. If she
does not have much experience
with multiples, you may have to help
educate her. Create opportunities to
share information on twins and let her
know that you have literature on twins
that might be helpful, if she is inter-
ested. Gently offer some tips to help
her tell them apart. Does one always
wear red? Are their hair styles differ-
ent? Let her know that you want to be
informed of any situation involving
your children’s adjustment to the
school and learning tasks. Volunteer
to help in the classroom. 

■ Request a separate parent-teacher
conference to discuss each of your
children. 

Navigating the
school 

system

— The Coordinated Campaign for Learning Disabilities
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Announcements

Announcements

Address Labels Apparel/Gifts

KOOL KANDY WRAPPERS
Personalized Candy

Wrappers for All Occasions
Hershey® Candy Bars (All Sizes)

Lifesavers®, Kit Kats® & Gum
(909) 883-3350 

www.koolkandywrappers.com
Owned & Operated by 

Mommy of Twins!
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The search for the perfect gift for
twins has ended! We offer unique
embroidered infant and toddler clothing specific
to the gender of the special twins in your life.

Our 2004 line includes super-soft
100% cotton bibs, hats, creepers, 

t-shirts and baseball t’s all made 
in the USA!

T’s For Two Featuring our exclusive “I Love MyTwin Brother orSister” Peapod
Design!

T’s For TwoTM

Distinctive Apparel 
for Twins

Visit us on the web at 
www.tsfortwo.com 
or call 908-813-3367

Visit us on the web at 
www.tsfortwo.com 
or call 908-813-3367

SHOPPING GUIDESHOPPING GUIDE

THE MILLER FAMILY
168 Rolling Hills Drive • Orlando, FL 32809

Matthew Sarah Elizabeth Emily Sparky

Call for a Free Catalog: 1-800-342-8171

Visit us on the web:
www.familylabels.com

ADDRESS LABELS by FAMILY LABELS®

Putting Smiles on Faces... Since 1996

MERRY CHRISTMAS From THE BAKERS
224 Oceanside Drive • San Diego, CA 91124

Michael Grace Andrew Anthony Whiskers

Twins Birth Announcements
are available at:
www.birthbaby.com

Visit the TWINS MALL 
for more unique products at www.TwinsMagazine.com

Place Your Ad in the 
TWINS SHOPPING GUIDE

call (800) 328-3211 ext. 139

ASSOCIATED PHOTO CO.
Photo Birth Annoucements

Photo Christmas Cards

(800) 727-2580
Fax (859) 282-0032

P.O. Box 817 • Florence, KY 41022

These Twins were born April 23.
In June their parents sent Photo Birth
Announcements to family and friends.

In November, this is the Christmas
Photocard they mailed out to wish

all Happy Holidays.

What a joyous and personal card
this makes!

Email your digital photos
to sales@associated-photo.com

Call, write or fax for our
FREE Color Christmas Brochure

with all the details.
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Catalogs

Clothing, Embroidered

DNA Testing

DNA TestingBooks

The Bottle Bundle
patent pending

The Bottle Bundle is a soft, slightly angled, u-shaped pillow designed
to safely hold your baby’s bottle in place and give you a free hand.

To order call toll free 800-639-2984
Little Wonders

www.littlewonders.com

Please see
our ad on
page 13

Flexible Hands-Free
Bottle Holder

Phone (973)209-0833
R. EBERT • 3 BROKEN ARROW TRAIL • VERNON, NJ 07462

The Extra Hand

Still
the
Best

• Holds all size bottles
• Attaches to any seat
• Adjusts to any angle

$29.95 each + $7.95 shipping

Call 352-394-3314 for a FREE COLOR CATALOG, or 
send business-size, self-addressed, stamped envelope

to: 1736 Sunset Drive • Clermont, FL 34711-3449

Fun gifts and T-shirts
created especially

for twins and those
who love them.

ARE YOUR TWINS IDENTICAL?
Many parents are given misinformation at
the time of birth. Affiliated Genetics has
been providing the public with affordable,
accurate DNA testing since 1994.
Twin Zygosity test: $120 plus $10 s/h
Paternity Screen: $325 plus $10 s/h
•  Results mailed within 7 business days
•  Improved cheek swab sample collection
•  Personalized, helpful service.
All test results are reviewed and reported by a

Board Certified Geneticist.
PO Box 58535
Salt Lake City, UT 84158
Tel: 801-582-4200
Fax: 801-582-8460

Please call: 800-362-5559
www.affiliatedgenetics.com

Visa/MC accepted
Personal checks
Money orders

Jewelry

Apparel/Gifts

Baby Care Bags

Baby Nursing

Great Twin & Triplet Things!
1,002 Tips • “Expecting 2” T’s • Journals

Rompers • Family T’s • Big Brother/Sister T’s 
Bags • Brag Books • Cards • Invitations

JustMultiples.com 

Preemie
Store

www.preemie.com • 800-676-8469
®

Clothes and
accessories for

premature babies.
Lots of multiples

items!
See our ad on page 13.

Finally! A Bag to 
Hold & Organize All 

My Twins’ Stuff.
BABYBAKS
The Diaper 
Bag-Back Pack 
Designed for 
Multiples

Our easy, hands-free 
back pack organizer 
will simplify your life!

• Divided compartments for each child 
• Insulated bottle pockets hold up to 4 bottles
• Made of finest quality Cordura
• Extra large fold-out changing pad
• Monogramming available
• Durable, water resistant, washable 
• Multiple small compartments

To Order: 
Visit Our Website
www.babybaks.com   
or Call 888-440-9007

Lifetime
Guarantee

$79.95 twins bag 
$89.95 triplet bag
All major credit cards accepted

PROFESSIONAL BABY NURSE 
AVAILABLE FOR LIVE-IN

Young, enthusiastic RN available for live-in, 24-hour
care. CPR certified, experienced with multiples.
Provides newborn care, breast/bottle feeding 

assistance, and help with creating routine schedule
for babies. Excellent references. Will travel.

Please contact Lindsay at (414) 732-4114.

Beds

Quality embroidered
clothing and 

unique designs 
for families 

and friends lucky
enough to be
blessed with 

mulitples.

www.custom-stitch.com
330-899-9SEW

Bottle Holders

Moving?
Call 888-55-TWINS

To change your address

Arms Reach
Co-Sleeper
BEDSIDE SLEEPER

www.armsreach.com

(800) 954-9353

For information on the benefits
of co-sleeping, store list, fabric
and color choices, accessories
and leg extensions please visit

www.armsreach.com
See our ad on page 5.



Playsets

Organizations

Scrapbooking

Stroller Accessories

Strollers

The Triplet Connection provides vital
information to families who are expecting

triplets or more, as well as encouragement,
resources and networking for families who are

parents of higher-order multiples.
THE TRIPLET CONNECTION

P.O. Box 99571, Stockton, CA 95209

(209) 474-0885
www.tripletconnection.org

SRI NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
TWIN REGISTRY

Seeks identical/fraternal twins under age 18.
Parents are notified of upcoming studies.

To register: 800-SRI-TWIN or sritwin@sri.com
Visit www.sri.com/twin

TWINS STUDY @ HARVARD 
seeks 10-month-old to 3-year-old identical and 
fraternal same-sex twins for language study.

Call (617) 495-0937
Email twins@wjh.harvard.edu

or visit http://twins.wjh.harvard.edu

Twins Registry

Twins Studies

Safety Products

KID-KUFF
SAFETY & SECURITY 

Single $10, Double $18, Triple $25
Includes postage, send ck, MC or Visa

970-669-4568
www.kidkuff.com

KID-KUFF  INC
5608 N Roosevelt
Loveland, CO 80538

Nursing Pillows
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>> get great deals
on our preferred products at

www.TwinsMagazine.com
when you visit twins mall

Natural Baby Products

natural products for baby and
family from a mom of twins!

www.earthybirthymama.com
(954) 815-8213

• cloth diapers, covers & accessories–easier than you think!
• baby slings • natural body care • breast feeding supplies 

• wood toys • furniture • storage solutions
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Nursery Products

Breathable Bumper
The safer alternative to

traditional bumpers!
· Padded Breathable Mesh
· Keeps Arms & Legs in Crib
· Attaches Securely

Please see on ad on page 22 www.babyabby.com



—PHOTO RELEASE—
AUTHORIZATION TO REPRODUCE PHYSICAL LIKENESS

For good and valuable consideration, I hereby expressly grant all rights to TWINS® Magazine, The Business Word Inc.,
and its employees, agents, and assigns to photograph the following individuals

and/or to use their picture(s), or other reproductions of their physical likeness(es) as these appear in a still photograph(s), digital or electronic reproduction(s), or
image(s), in connection with the use of these images for publication by TWINS® Magazine, in print or electronically, now or at any time in the future. I attest that the
title and rights to this/these photograph(s), image(s), reproduction(s), and/or digital likeness(es) are mine to assign on behalf of myself and/or

I certify and represent that I have read this entire agreement and fully understand its meaning, and I agree to be legally bound by the agreement as presented, this 

day of , 20        .
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(twin type / age in photo / date of birth)

Parent/Guardian Name (please print entire name)

Signature

Relationship to subject(s)

Date

Address City, State, Zip

Phone Number

E-Mail Address

Please enclose this signed form with the photos you submit for publication by TWINS
magazine. Thank you. (This form may be cut out or photocopied.)

Mail to:
TWINS Double Takes

Attn: Art Director
11211 East Arapahoe Road, Suite 101

Centennial, CO 80112-3851

(names and gender(s) of persons in photo)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FINANCIAL 

MONEY TROUBLES? OVERDUE BILLS? Reduce
Interest, Cut Credit Card Payments. NonProfit
Organization. Call 1-800-SAVE-ME-2.

BABY / CHILD PHOTO CONTEST

ATTORNEYS

NATIONAL BABY PHOTO CONTEST. Winners  receive
CASH prizes, plaques. Talent Agencies notified. Quick
Response. Send photo, 2 loose stamps: ABC, Dept. TW,
15120 County Line Rd., Spring Hill, FL 34610 
www. AmericanBabyContest.com

ADOPTION

THE PAMPERED CHEF® Excellent income, Quality
Kitchenware, Home Shows. No Inventory - Deliveries. Debra
Keller, Independent Director 1-866-249-3367.

HOME-MAILERS NEEDED! Easy Work! Excellent
Pay! Earn Weekly Checks! Visit -
www.MoneyForMailing.com

PSYCHICS

INCREASE YOUR LOVEMAKING  pleasure!
Guaranteed! Free Sex Education Catalog from Sinclair
Intimacy Institute. Call 1-800-955-0888 Ext. 8TW10.

MEDELA PUMP IN STYLE TRAVELER™, an
exceptional breastpump with hands-free portability.
www.bareware.net.

WORK AT HOME

FOR MOM

MOTHER GOOSE ADOPTIONS  It’s nice to know some-
one cares during this difficult time - open or closed adop-
tions, living exp or relo pd. Call Deb at 1-866-892-BABY.

MOMS WANTED! Work from home: No Selling/Stocking
Visit: http://2b.stayinhomeandlovinit.com

HELP WANTED

PREGNANT? Learn about your adoption options.Medical
& living expenses available. Open Adoption, Confidential,
compassionate assistance. 800-92ADOPT.

OF INTEREST TO ALL

BABY / CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS

STAYIN HOME AND LOVIN IT! No selling/stocking
or Parties http://love2b.stayinhomeandlovinit.com

3rd SEATS FOR YOUR SUV little passenger seats,
inc. has 3rd seats for Explorers, Tahoes, Blazers,
4Runners, Troopers and many more..... Options
include headrests and shoulder belts 
www.littleseats.com (800) 252-9989.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS

NO COMMUTE!  Learn to earn $10K a month from home. Not
MLM 1-800-743-8604.

TRUE MASTER PSYCHIC 35 years experience.
Love, Business, Marriage. Reunites Lovers. 1 Day
Results. All Readings Only $20.00 (561) 799-6605
Visa/MC.

MAKE MONEY AT HOME! 1-800-290-8063
www.WorkAtHomeIncome.com

Get PAID to go Shopping! 1-800-290-8063
www.MysteryShopperJobs.com

GUIDELINES FOR GROWING UP!  Traditional Values Teach
Best Behavior. www.guidelinesforgrowingup.com 
1-888-875-4552

FOR PARENTS

STOP BEDWETTING! Alarms, books, treatment kits.
www.bedwettingstore.com (866) 214-9605. Free catalog.

CATALOGS

CEREBRAL PALSY 1-800-295-1107.

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS

SAVE 50% on your shampoo. Send $5 SASE Ole
Pete Box 147, Rozet, WY 82727.

REMBRANDT CHARMS, Mom & Baby Charms in Sterling &
Gold. Online catalog @ www.rembrandtcharms.com

NEED A UNIQUE GIFT? Custom Scrapbooks,
Premade Scrapbooks Invitations and Announcements
848-391-8987 www.dsmemories.biz

www.ababygiftinabox.com ~ EDUCATIONAL ~
DVD’S, CD’S, Toys, Puppets, Baby Einstein, Gifts
and more! 

CRIB TENT II  Protects child’s limbs and from losing baby bot-
tles & toys! www.totsinmind.com  800-626-0339.

WORK FROM HOME ONLINE! $700-$8,000/month
potential World’s Fastest Growing Industry
www.yourhealthworldwide.com

RESTORE BREAST SIZE AFTER CHILD BEARING
- NATURALLY - 100% Herbal - Clinical Study Pays
You $10.00 - Accepting Participants - Guaranteed
Results - Proven & Permanent. 888-747-2200
www.breastfacts.org

Exciting Opportunity. HERBAL BASED SKIN
CARE/NUTRITION. Formulated in Switzerland,
made in USA. 23 year old company. UNLIMITED
POTENTIAL. Linda, independent consultant, 
(888) 220-7464.

INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE. Looking for legitimate home
income? It’s Here! . www.momswin.com/parenting

TODDLER CODDLER™ Stop the slump! For
Toddlers 12 Months & Up, Recommended by
Chiropractors, Works with any Car Seat or Booster
(Headrest, seatback or handlebars needed for prop-
er installation.) Portable-Perfect for Strollers &
Joggers. Navy or Camel Buttersuede. Machine
Wash & Dry. www.toddlercoddler.com/parenting
info @ toddlercoddler.com. 1-877-CODDLER.

ANNE GEDDES EXCLUSIVES & MORE! Free
Catalog Toll-Free 877-997-2229
www.babiesnbells.com/bnb88

WCF, Unlimited income, quality furniture and accessories.
1-800-427-2558. Risk free guarantee.WWW.WCFSHOW.COM

BREAST ENHANCEMENT

MOMs Helping MOMs Work From Home 
NO Sales, NO Risk www.4MyFam.com

All-In-One  CRADLE-ROCKING CHAIR Space
Saving & unique! www.KennedyKraft.com

CONTROL YOUR FUTURE!
Earn money at home while raising a happy,

Healthy family. Join the Mom Team 
www.mommieshome.biz

POLICE IMPOUNDS!!  CARS FROM $500!! Hondas,
Chevys, Jeeps, etc. For Listings: 800-749-8116 ext.
C969.

REAL ESTATE

FORECLOSED HOMES from $199/mo 4% down 30
yrs@8.5% For Listings 800-749-8124 ext. F452.

NEED MATERNITY COVERAGE?  Plan Includes Medical
Financial For Fertility or Child Birth Call 800-333-5444.
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High chair cover-up
A mom inventor who was tired of scrubbing her toddler’s high chair—

and still missing food in the cracks—came up with this high chair cover.

Extremely lightweight and made of a durable easy-wipe parachute-type

nylon, Messeez is fully machine washable and dryable. It fits snugly on

all high chairs and is easy

to put on and pull right off;

safety harnesses fit

around the Messeez.

Messeez also makes a car

seat cover. From Juvenile

Products, Messeez high

chair cover retails for about

$16 and is available at

specialty stores nationwide

and in the One Step

Ahead catalog. Go to

www.juvenilesolutions.com

for a list of stores. For

more information, e-mail info@juvenilesolutions.com or call 

(800) 820-BABY.
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Pacifier helps the
medicine go down
Do your babies spit out medicine? Do you wonder if your
babies actually get a full dose? A new pacifier accurately
delivers medicine to infants and toddlers. The Pediatric
Medicine Dispenser features a unique plunger that dis-
penses the correct amount of medicine. From American
Scientific Resources, the Pediatric Medicine Dispenser is
part of the Kidz-Med product line and retails for $5.99 at
Walgreens and CVS drugstores nationwide. Visit
www.americansci.com/flash/ped1.html for more information.

Learn-to-swim aid
Made of fast-drying, spandex fabric, the Learn2SwimSuit features
six pockets—three in the front and three in the back—that hold
removable “floaties.” Gradually remove the six “floaties” from their
pockets as your child improves in strength and swimming ability. The
Learn2SwimSuit is a learning aid, not a life vest, and has not been
tested against standardized safety requirements. Never leave your
child unattended in or near water. Visit http://www.maui.net/~welck/
or call (866) 935-2536 for more information.

Singing Care Bears
The Care Bears are as cuddly and fuzzy today as
when they were first created by American Greetings in
1983. The group of furry friends live in the magical
Care-a-lot, a cloud-land home. The initial CD release
from Madacy, Meet the Care Bears, is a collection of
12 original songs and traditional favorites celebrating
key Care Bear val-
ues like sharing,
friendship, caring,
happiness and fun!
Recommended for
ages 2 to 6, Meet
The Care Bears
retails for $5.98
and includes a free
lyric booklet.

great gear

▼

▼

▼

▼
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Life with Twins
by Katherine M. Carlman

Sharing cooties and more

“Give it back! It’s mine!”

That’s what I hear from my post in the

kitchen (perpetual food prep, that’s my job).

Though a wall of appliances bars my view,

I see the entire confrontation. The screamer,

my twin with a feisty bent, upon realizing

a major offense has been committed against

her, has sidled up quietly  to her unsus-

pecting twin. Once within an inch of the

perpetrator, she lets loose a fury so violent

it blasts back the hair of her sibling.

It’s an effective strategy; the object

in question drops.

Without fail, the wounded twin

bursts into tears and runs to me. I

return to the scene of the crime with

the injured party to set matters right.

The precious object d’jour (or rather,

of the moment) is stripped from

one twin’s grasp and handed to

the other along with an

admonishment to share.

Nicely. Tears flow again, but

this time, they spring from the

eyes of the screamer.

“But it’s mine! Mine! And I don’t

want her to touch it!”

Ahhh, the cooties issue. Just when the

borrower has smiled with the smug joy of

getting the toy back, she has to face the fact

that her sister believes her to be harboring

some sort of alien, microscopic bugs that

spread loser germs over everything she

touches, breathes on or looks at. More

tears flow as the power of control shifts

again. The screamer smiles confidently,

knowing she has entered an esoteric realm

of her own design.

“I don’t have germs!”

“Yes, you do!”

“You’re being ridiculous,” I say, exas-

perated.“You were both in my belly together

for how many months? And naked all the

time! Do you really think one of you has any

germs the other doesn’t have?”

I turn on my heel to exit triumphantly,

the rhetorical question left hanging in the

air for them to ponder. You are two peas in

a pod. You shared a room, a crib and a tub;

you can certainly share a toy.

“Yes.”

It is said quietly, but firmly. I almost miss

it, but I don’t. She is not screaming now. She

is quiet in her moral objection. Translation:

I do think my twin has germs I don’t and

now they’re getting all over my prized pos-

session and it’s going to be absolutely

ruined so that I can’t ever enjoy it again, and

it’s all your fault, mom.

Yes.

She is banished to her room. Talking

back is not allowed. While it can be argued

her brain doesn’t grasp the complexity of

a rhetorical question and she truly believed

I wanted an answer, I know differently. She

is sharp, my little one, my angel who, when

she is not having a meltdown is sweet,

charming and funny. I love her and this is

why she is sent to her room.Above all things,

I find it important to teach her and her sib-

lings that they can’t always get what they

want.

Therein lies the dilemma. I do not

believe in buying two or three of everything

so every child has her own thing. Rather, I

buy one or two of a specific item and tell

them all (an older sibling is part of the mix

as well) to share. Easier said than done. I

believe, however, it is more beneficial in the

long run.

There has to be some give and take in

life. It’s impossible for us always to get what

we want.And what of those children who

don’t learn this lesson early in life? It will

come crashing down on them at some

point. They won’t get the job they

want, the grades they want; they

won’t get into the college of

their choice, they won’t be

chosen for first string.

I try to prepare my children

for the world, to share, to play

fairly, to accept disappointment and

negotiate an alternative. I leave it to

them. How will you share? Will you take

turns? Will one of you play for 10 minutes

and then give the toy to the next child? This

figuring out of how to share is just as

important as the act of sharing.

Yes, I’ll be called in to serve as judge and

jury more than I care to be. I’ll send a child

to her room if she can’t figure things out on

her own, but invariably, after some time

away from her siblings, the child comes back

with a suggestion: “I’ll let you play with this

if you give that to me.”Tensions are erased.

The children hunker down to play. I ease

myself out of the room; the potatoes are

waiting.

Katherine M. Carlman, a freelance writer who
lives in Glastonbury, Conn., writes that being
the mother of three girls is her favorite “job.” 

ILLUSTRATION BY CHUCK GALEY
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Twin Sisters
Hand-in-Hand
Colorful, high-quality print exudes the

warmth of twin sisters’ special

relationship, and the strength and support

they gain from their twinship. This picture

belongs on the wall of every twin girl’s

bedroom. Verse surrounding print says,

“Little girls are precious gifts, Wrapped in

love serene, Their dresses tied with sashes, And futures tied with dreams.” Framed print is 18"x18"

overall, double-matted in dusty blue and rose, then beautifully surrounded in 1" gold leaf frame.

Comes with glass.

SF90033      $43.99 each

Growing up Twins
Growth Chart

TWINS Exclusive! Created especially for families

with twins. Vibrant colors and adorable critters

adorn this chart designed to hang on the wall. A

unique accent piece for your children’s room.

Celebrate your children’s growth milestones during

their early years. Your family will enjoy this lifelong

keepsake. Printed in full color and laminated for

long-lasting durability. Use a permanent marker to

write each child’s name in the banners at the top,

and then note your darlings’ heights at important

moments in their young lives. Ribbon hanger and

adhesive hook-and-loop tabs included. When your

children outgrow the chart, each one gets to keep a

brightly enameled customized wooden ruler to use

with school projects. 40" H x 12" W

SS03001     $25.95 each

TWINS
Lifetime
Memory Book
TWINS Exclusive! This remarkable new

book captures the special moments in

your life and the lives of your twins!

Every one of the 56 full-color pages is

filled with the gorgeous watercolor illus-

trations of renowned California artist

Jerianne Van Dijk. They await your

thoughts, family facts, and photos.

Special pages for info from when Mom

and Dad were growing up, your babies’

wonderful “firsts”, and your family

trees. You’ll love the luscious sherbet

colors in this volume. Hard cover,

8.5" x 11" on heavy, durable paper stock.

We sell a set of two at a special price so each of your twins will have one.

SS03003     $34.95 for a set of 2 books

Shoppe

To place an order, call (888) 55-TWINS, go online or use the order form in this issue.

18" x 18"

Childhood Memories
and Lullabies On Guitar

EXCLUSIVE! You and your twins will truly love this delightful award-winning collection of lullabies and childhood

favorites performed by Michael Kolmstetter (a father of twins!). And because these delightful songs are collected

on one compact disc, you’ll play them as background music while you feed, read to, and prepare your twins for

bedtime. The collection includes such classics as Brahms Lullaby, Are you Sleeping?, Mary Had a Little Lamb, All

Through the Night, Rock-A-Bye-Baby, Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, Mozart’s Lullaby and Spanish Melody. 19 songs.

SF90115    $9.95 each

Photo Frames
Exclusive to us! Collect your twins’ special pictures in these keepsake frames. Designed espe-

cially for families with twins. Choose from a 12"x15" blue-painted frame with 10 openings in the

matching mat, or a 10"x12" blue-painted frame with four openings in the matching mat. Both

frames are beautifully lettered to say, “Twins are one of life’s special blessings.” Adorable Noah’s

Ark two-by-two illustration appears in one opening of each photo frame.

SF90031   12" x 15"    $23.99 each
SF90032   10" x 12"    $19.99 each 

20th

A N N I V E R S A R Y

10" x 12"

12" x 15"

Special Gifts for Families with Multiples
NEW!

NEW!
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“Pardon Our
Mess. . .Twins
Live Here”
B. Creamy parchment mat, pale gold

liner; 11"x14" overall.

SW00021 $31.99 each

Two or more $29.99 each

“To a Mother
of Twins”
A. Creamy parchment mat, pale gold

liner; 11"x14" overall.

SW00022 $31.99 each

Two or more $29.99 each

Tiny Fingers
and Tiny Toes
Celebrate twins and create a
lasting keepsake!

Do-it-yourself kit comes with non-

toxic ink pad and an extra verse-and-

hand/footprint page in case you

goof. Designed exclusively for us. Perfect gift for 

grandparents. Openings for twin photo  alongside

each unique “print”. Frame is white painted 

wood. Overall size 12"H x 15"W.

A. Fingers - SF90035   $39.99 each

B. Toes - SF90036  $39.99 each

A.  12" x 15"

B.  12" x 15"

S
hoppe

To place an order, call (888) 55-TWINS, go online or use the order form in this issue.

Multiples of Love
Your love is doubly deep when you have twins, in spite of the challenges they

present and the amount of work you do while they are tiny babies. And this

plaque expresses the perfect sentiments. You are filled with joy, and your heart

overflows with love, but there are times when you are ready to tear your hair

out! Hang this on your wall, or on the wall of your darlings’ bedroom as a

reminder of the wonder of having multiples and the beauty they’ve brought to

your life. The colorful, heartwarming art is a print of a watercolor original by

renowned California artist Jerianne Van Dijk created exclusively for 

TWINS® Magazine and TWINS Shoppe. Oak frame, glass included.

Creamy parchment mat, pale gold liner; 11" x 14" overall.

SS03002   $31.99 each; two or more  $29.99 each

A. 11" x 14"

B. 11" x 14"

“Discover 
Wildlife,

Raise Twins”
Ceramic Plaque

A sentiment every parent of twins 

can relate to! This handcrafted ceramic 

plaque will tickle your funny bone and keep

your sense of humor charged when you 

most need it. Leather hanger. 53/4"H x 71/4"W.

SF90092     $17.99 each

Personalized
Twin Afghan

Clever original design created by an artist with twins and exclu-

sive to us. Woven throw in a large size is personalized with your

twins’ names and their birth date in green embroidery. 100%

cotton, washable. 46" x 67". Shipped directly from manufacturer.

Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery. No express delivery.

SF90112     $49.99 each
Be sure to include personalization information

on the order form or when you order by phone.

Special G
ifts for Fam

ilies w
ith M

ultiples
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growing stages

new survey shows that most

Americans don’t realize germs are

hiding on many common objects

outdoors, in their offices, and even in their

homes.“This survey shows that people have

a false sense of security when it comes to

germs,” said Charles Gerba—also known as

“Dr.Germ”—a professor at the University of

Arizona and one of the nation’s leading

experts on environmental microbiology.

“This lack of knowledge about where

germs lurk is a real health problem, because

people touch these objects and 80% of

infections are spread through hand contact.”

Key findings from the survey:

• Only 9% of respondents identified play-

ground equipment as the germiest of

outdoor items, more so than outdoor

port-o-potties and picnic tables.

• Shopping cart handles

and escalator handles

also were less germy

than playground

equipment.

• Sixty-four percent of

the public thought that

a public rest room

doorknob has more

germs than an ATM

but—surprise!—ATMs

have more germs.

• The kitchen sink is

more contaminated

with bacteria than the

toilet bowl and the

garbage can.

It is a common mis-

conception that most ill-

nesses are spread through

the air by coughs and sneezes, rather than

by hand contact. This misunderstanding

could be why 51% of survey respondents

said they clean their hands after sneezing or

coughing, while only 17% said they clean

their hands always or most of the time after

shaking hands.

In day care settings, Dr. Gerba found that

using disinfectants and teaching children to

wash their hands can make a big difference.

“In looking at our data what we’ve found

out is we could reduce the amount of res-

piratory illness in these children by 10%, and

the amount of diarrhea and antibiotic use

by almost 40%. We also saw a reduction in

the physician visits. We cut in half the

number of ear infections.”

Bottom line: Scrub and rub-a-dub-dub.

Wash your hands—and your kids’ hands.

MOM’S MILK
A NEW STUDY SHOWS THAT HUMAN MILK

PROTECTS EXTREMELY LOW BIRTH WEIGHT

INFANTS FROM DEVELOPING SEPSIS, AN

INFECTION THAT IS A LEADING CAUSE OF

ILLNESS AND DEATH IN THESE TINY BABIES.

IN FACT, THE MORE HUMAN MILK GIVEN AS

A PERCENTAGE OF NUTRITIONAL INTAKE,

THE LOWER THE RISK OF SEPSIS DURING

THE HOSPITAL STAY, ACCORDING TO THE

RESEARCHERS FROM CINCINNATI

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER.

1. Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

2. Children’s Hospital Boston

3. Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore

4. Texas Children’s Hospital, Houston

5. Children's Hospital of New York-

Presbyterian

6. Rainbow Babies & Children's Hospital,

Cleveland

7. Children’s Hospital Medical Center,

Cincinnati

8. Children’s Hospital, Denver

9. Children’s Memorial Hospital, Chicago

10. Children’s National Medical Center,

Washington, D.C.

—www.usnews.com

Freeze a bagel or a washcloth,

and give it to your babies to gum.

They are cold and have texture,

which make them more comfort-

ing than a teething ring.

Report from Dr.Germ:
Rub-a-dub-dub

A

U.S. News &

World Report’s

Best Hospitals 

> 2004 Best
Pediatric
Hospitals

teething 
pain



The March of Dimes

recommends that every

baby born in the U.S.

receive, at a minimum,

screening for the same

core group of nine meta-

bolic disorders—

phenylketonuria (PKU),

congenital hypothy-

roidism, congenital

adrenal hyperplasia

(CAH), biotinidase defi-

ciency, maple syrup

urine disease, galac-

tosemia, homocystin-

uria, sickle cell anemia,

and medium-chain acyl-

CoA dehydrogenase

(MCAD) deficiency.All of these metabolic

disorders can be successfully managed or

treated to prevent severe consequences, if

diagnosed early. The March of Dimes and

the American Academy of Pediatrics also

advise parents to have their newborns

tested for hearing deficiency.

Few parents realize that the extent of

newborn testing depends entirely on the

state in which their baby is born. Currently,

the following 21 states screen for the nine

metabolic disorders: Alaska, Connecticut,

Hawaii, Idaho,Illinois, Indiana,Iowa,Maine,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi,

Nevada, New York, North Dakota, Oregon,

Rhode Island,Tennessee,Vermont,Virginia,

Washington and Wisconsin. These states

account for about 1.3 million—only 32%—

of the approximately 4 million live births

each year in the U.S.

To find out which tests your state offers,

visit www.marchofdimes.com/nbs.
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oddlers like to work with

you; remembering this

can help you tame the

terrible twos. When your twins

make a game of creating a mess

out of your order, turn the tables.

For example, instead of telling

your twins to not throw the clothes

you just folded onto the floor,give

them a few small items to fold.Or,

when they start emptying the trash

can, give them a few things to

place in the can—and then replace

and lock the lid. Toddlers love to

help; use that to your advantage.

Safe Halloween • Make sure costumes fit well. It’s easy
for little ones to trip on long costumes
or have a hard time seeing if a hat is
too big.

• Do not eat treats until you get home;
discard unwrapped candy.

• Popular multiples costumes: Raggedy
Ann and Andy; cat and dog; Jack and Jill;
Dorothy, the lion, the Tin Man; apple and
orange; peas in a pod; angel and devil;
Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger and Piglet;
king and queen; cowboy and Indian…
any characters that come in pairs or sets.

• Trick-or-treat with your children.
• Carry a flashlight.
• Buy flame-resistant halloween

costumes.

T

Toddler

twin tips

Only 21 states offer core
newborn screening tests
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Emmet and James
Age in photo: 6 months

Short Hills, N.J.

Chase and Tristan
Age in photo: 4 months

Simi Valley, Calif.

Emma and Julia
Age in photo: 6 months

Unionville, Conn.

Max and Hannah
Age in photo: 2 years

Cambridge, Mass.

Alison and Claire
Age in photo: 7 months

Tacoma, Wash.

Victoria Rose and Gianna Nicole
Age in photo: 2 years 

Staten Island, N.Y.

DoubleTakes Boy/girl twins are (almost) always dizygotic (DZ, “fraternal”).

Can you guess whether the same-sex multiples are monozygotic (MZ, “identical”) or dizygotic?

8

Tyler and Tanner
Age in photo: 21 months

Arlington, Texas

5

2

Amanda and Justin
Age in photo: 2 years

Ridgecrest, Calif.

6

7

Samantha and Sarah
Age in photo: 3 years

Portland, Ore.

9

1

4

3
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Sandhya and Elli
Age in photo: 4 months

New York, N.Y.

Brandon and Conner
Age in photo: 23 months

Clarksville, Tenn.

Dominique and Adrianna
Age in photo: 2 1⁄2 years

Tenafly, N.J.

Carly and Matt
Age in photo: 6 months

Metuchen, N.J.

10

13

Carissa Mae and Kayla Noel
Age in photo: 5 months

Meriden, Conn.

11
Based on parental reports:

1 - UNK2- MZ3-DZ4-DZ

5- DZ6- UNK7- DZ8- UNK

9- MZ10- MZ11- DZ12- DZ

13- MZ14- MZ15- DZ16 - DZ

Photo Tips
What we are looking for:
• Sharp focus
• Crisp, clean, vivid color 

(no blue or yellow cast)
• Good, attractive lighting (no high 

shadow contrasts, no “red eye”)
• Uncluttered backgrounds 
• Happy children interacting with 

each other

We select photos for an upcoming issue
three months prior to its distribution.
Because of the volume of photos received,
we are unable to respond individually. If your
photo is selected and you have not included
a release form with it you will be contacted to
sign a photo release. See Release Form on
page 36 of this issue. 

Please be sure to:
• Place your address label on the back of

the photo (or write softly with permanent
ink pen) along with a phone number.

• Include the names of the children, their
age in the photo and their twin type
(dizygotic, monozygotic or unknown).

Send your twins’ photograph to:
TWINS Double Takes
Attn: Art Director 
11211 E. Araphahoe Rd., Suite 101
Centennial, CO 80112-3851

NOTE: We are unable to use any professional
photographs. Photos will not be returned.

All photos become the property of TWINS.

TWINS Magazine (ISSN 0890-3077) is published bimonthly for $25.95 per year by TWINS Magazine, 11211 East Arapahoe
Road, Suite 101, Centennial, Colorado 80112-3851. Periodicals postage paid at Englewood, Colorado and additional 
mailing offices. Canada Post Publications Agreement # 40579507. Canada Returns to: Station A, P.O. Box 54, Windsor,
Ontario N9A 6J5. Email: twins.customer.service@businessword.com POSTMASTER: SEND ADDRESS CHANGES TO: 
TWINS, 11211 East Arapahoe Road, Suite 101, Centennial CO 80112-3851.

14

Greyson and Kaeden
Age in photo: 20 months

Prairie City, Iowa

Isabella and Kyle
Age in photo: 2 1⁄2 years

South Setauket, N.Y.

16

12

15



Happy Endings
by George Ayers

The little things
Being the father of four girls, I’ve always

known there would be plenty of land-

mark moments in each of their lives that I

would have to muddle through. I’m talk-

ing about emotions here: a first step, learn-

ing to drive, college graduation, walking

them up the  aisle to be married. I have shed

tears before and I’m sure I’ll do it again.

After all, I cry at those sappy Christmas

commercials where the boy unexpectedly

comes home from college and makes cof-

fee for his parents. Maybe falling to pieces

would more accurately describe how I

handle these moments.

But besides these big moments, there are

also the little things: hearing them read their

first book, listening to them talk about their

day, watching them share a toy. I’ve always

thought I could handle these smaller things.

My oldest two, twins Liza and Hallie,have

always been each other’s best friends, but

when they started kindergarten, they were

in separate classes.

Every morning I drove them to school

and walked them to their respective doors.

But one day something unusual happened.

I parked the car and unlocked the door

when Hallie said,“No,Daddy,you don’t walk

us to class today.”

“Why?” I asked.

“We want to walk from here,” said Liza.

This is new, I thought to myself. I took

a deep breath.“OK,”I said calmly,“but I just

need to get you across the parking lot. I’ll stop

at the sidewalk. OK?”

“OK.”We all agreed that would be a good

plan. They climbed out, working their arms

through their backpacks and hoisting them

up onto their little backs.

I’ve always been one to let them have their

freedom, to let them experience something

new when they felt ready to handle it. Like

many parents, I am fine with “letting go” as

long as I’m ready emotionally. Of course,

we’re seldom ready when our children are.

It’s the surprises they spring on us, like this

one, that usually shake us up the most.

As we made it to the grass on the other

side of the parking lot, they both let go of

my hands and stepped quickly in front of me.

They were ready to go for it.

As much as I didn’t want to, I started to

slow down. They broke into a light run, gig-

gling, their backpacks jumping up and

down behind them, toy key chains jiggling

on the zippers. I stopped and found myself

in the mix of a few other parents. Fall had

just arrived and most kindergarten parents

still walked their children to the class-

room doors.

Liza and Hallie started up the sidewalk.

That was it for me. I couldn’t stand any more

of this. “Hey!” I yelled.

They stopped instantly, both looking

back at me in shock.

“Don’t I even get a hug and a kiss?” I

said, smiling.

They ran back, wrapped their arms

around my neck, kissed me on the cheek and

were gone.

At the door to their classes, each of them

looked back and waved, pulling their back-

packs off as they walked into their rooms.

My heart was in my throat as they disap-

peared from sight.

We had just crossed a barrier. I had

come face to face with one of those small

moments that I had been so sure I could han-

dle. Only I never saw this one coming.

As parents, it seems our most important

role is preparing our children the best we can

so that later on, they’ll be ready to leave us.

It sounds harsh, but I think it’s pretty accu-

rate. We all know the day is coming.

I wasn’t prepared that morning and it

dawned on me that even in these small

moments, it was going to be hard to let them

grow up.

More and more, this would be my spot,

getting them to a safe place, where I watch

them walk away.

George Ayers is a full-time writer/stay-at-home
dad in Austin, Texas. His essays have appeared
in the New York Press, the Houston Chronicle,
Baby Years and other publications.

Twin Vision by Brian and Brad Jones
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The Perfect Gift for a Family Member,
Friend or Yourself!

Created Specifically for Mothers of
Multiples. The Gift Packet Includes:

� 12 Issue Subscription to TWINS Magazine
A full two years of the popular bi-monthly parenting publication for parents of multiples

� Twinship Sourcebook
Compendium of helpful articles from the past 20 years of TWINS Magazine (272 pages)

� Psychology of Twins
Compassionate wisdom and practical advice about multiples by Herbert L. Collier, Ph.D. (120 pages)

� Nighttime Parenting
Dozens of sensible tips to get babies to sleep by William Sears, M.D. (204 pages)

� A Set of 2 TWINS Lifetime Memory Books
Exclusive best-selling books to capture the special moments in the lives of multiples (56 pages)

� TWINS Special Report: Tips and Tools for New Parents of Twins and Triplets
Compilation of TWINS expert advice providing handy, encouraging suggestions (52 pages)

� TWINS Special Report: Health and Safety for Infant Multiples
Indispensable advice about keeping your babies healthy and safe (40 pages)

� TWINS Special Report: Feeding Multiple Babies
Useful insights from knowledgeable mothers about feeding multiples (40 pages)

� 3 Unframed Pieces of Twins Art: To a Mother of Twins, Pardon Our Mess…Twins
Live Here, and Multiples of Love
Three of our most colorful and popular artworks of whimsy and rhyme to frame and hang

Our special 
package price:
Only $91.99
If purchased separately, 

you would pay over $170.00!

Call your TwinsShoppe Customer 
Service Representative today to take advantage

of this special Super-MOMs Gift Packet:

888-55-TWINS 
Or order online at

www.TwinsMagazine.com
Sorry, no substitutions. Payment must accompany the order. Shipping and handling fee of $14.95 applies.

Additional surcharge for Canada and overseas customers. Please allow two weeks for delivery of the package.

Frames Not Included.
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